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Let

skepticism for 9 months, try 3 months on
the supposition that Christ's words are not
vain, “when he says: ‘When he (the

it has been

eousness.”
Dr. Beecher was one of the

such - slow

work

breaking

others in, that it has sometimes seemed as

When we have a revival again I want

:

py

Dover, N¢ H.

so much time during the special meetings
that they could not go right on bearing
constant responsibility. One of onr most
reliable workers, a good sister, went too
‘much, and, as a result, broke down
entirely, and without experienced leaders

’ thongh all would be Jost.

he Morn
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the church ready for it, for as the

church

us, then,

comforter)

having preached against

is

come,

he

will’

| Again the writer says:

reprove

most

suc-

|

cessful men in revival effort of his day,
and the secret

of

his success

FOMOOSw

26,

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

OUR VAIN PETITIONS.

- PT

We are children, ‘asking of our Father,

consisted

largely in his repeated and pungent application of gospel truth to the conscienc-

is so will be the ‘converts that enter it.
I believe our friends are more likely to es of men. Upon settling at East Hampbe saved outside of a pure, active church, ton he learned that skepticism was- very
than inside one that is more than half prevalent among people, indeed, that
dead, and especially is this true of chil- the léading men wera
Jdrgely infidel. In
dren.
giving
an
account
of
self, he says:
1881.
I hope our next hundred converts will ¢¢ At first I preached three or four of my
come two or three at a.time and be the strongest sermons to let them knew that
whole year about it, for they will do us I carried big guns, and was not afraid.
\
.| more good, while we can give them better I then aimed at the heart and conscience.”

Often through our tears,

="

care.

le 3 8 WE

Blessings that would prove to be but burdens
Far beyond our years;

Lifting up white hands atbrill with

Sais

bo
.

|

We

BY

RRTIREQY

C.D.

which is regarded

DUDLEY.

acquaintance

A brother minister of my

result

even

the

SOULS.

revival

infidels

selves.

them-

+.

a

study “in

interesting

most

favorable

accepted the inevitable

GEORGEiE Hr.

year,
for

BY

PILGRIM.

religions mgtings aud
for religious
. The death of this gifted authoress has
revivals; are’ anxiously ‘exercised by the
called out various criticisms concerning
inquiry. that forms the caption of this
‘the anomalous position in which for many
article.
Believing, as all evangelical
years she lived. - It is well to touch lovministers do, that repentance and conversion. are indispensable
to an upright ingly. and. carefully the. faults of those
Christian life here, . and fo a happy who hive’ passed away from earth. ‘They
eternity hereafter, and accounting them- have lone. never to return, and love says,

who

deacon

connection

is

selves as ambassadors for Christ, sent

to

with

help, preaching special series of sermons,

of

giving it to you second hand, - 1. will

gel

und personal effort with the impenitent to

this pas-

this end, we make these two suggestions:

outof the

tor's

relateit.

to

way

and

conversation,

But

you

give

any

without

inter-

«Tuptibns from myself.
Deacon: Buildfast isa man of such energy,
that whatever he takes hold of has to
, move

in

if there is any move

it.

Last

winter.he became interested in working
for a revival, and with characteristic push
he insisted that we must get all the help
possible and strike immediately for large
results. 1 told him I feared such a
movement would result in little permanent
good when the church was so inactive
and even at best had but a small torce of
.its own.
1 felt we werein a poor condition to
fake care of a large number of converts, it
they were given to us, and I dreaded the
effect that might be produced upon our
people, by « sudden hot wave of religious
interest striking them while so cold and
leaving them again, as it aust, betore the
steady glow of a strong religious lile had
been seen. ed.
But many favored Bro. Buildfast’s views,

as

far

in

her

lot,

and

made her life a symbol of the pure and
'| ennobling thoughts with which her writ-

ings teem ?

seems all right.

Anybody could do

that.

But the real test of friendship comes

when

THE COLORED MEN AT MENTOR,

“Thereis something worthy of attention im
that consultation of colored men with the President-elect the other day.
It has been estimated that nearly40,000 murders have heen com-

mitted in the South since the war,

The

.

duel-

Reader, how is it in your church?
How
is it in your household? How.is it in your
Gen. Garfield's reply was sincere but guardSunday-schoal class? = Are you
seeking
the conversion of your children, or are you ed, and his allusion to the following point is
finely expressed:
teaching them to wait for a Tevivalt=~7he
It is alleged that in some portions of the
Independent.
? South, the majority are oppressed by the

minority, that brings up the question of the
equality of citizenship, and no law can ‘confer
or maintain a thing that is not upheld by culizes our young men, sol ‘tempts them fo ture and intelligence. ‘The education of your
race, in my judgment lies at the base of the
evil courses, and so leads to their ruin, as. final’ solution of your question. The hungering
the existing theater, the theater as it now
for knowledge must be cultivated by you, so’
is, and the resultant influences.—N.
Y. that the hands of the people will reach out and
grasp in the darkness the strong hand of the
Observer.
‘| Government extended .to help, and by that
The thanks of all Christians and tem- union the two will bring what mere legislation
can not immediately accomplish !

“I will. be sure and give

‘“thelr.vigtues only shall be remembered ;

to

the

selling.

drinks, there is nothing

these, for

I

have little else to offer for the pleasure or
benefit of those I love,” ‘said one who had

-

wrongs pass unchallenged. Recognizing thatour
citizenship largely depends upon a general dif
fusion of education, we urge the importéatice of
creating » national ’s stem of education under
the control of the federal Government, instead
of leaving it dependent
upon the changefulpolicies of political parties in the States.
= -

everything seems all wrong.—S&S. S. Times.

Next

BY CELIA SANFORD.

First, accept,

and act on the fact, that the

impenitent are not. wholly careless and
unconcerned about the salvation of their
souls.

‘Some pastors become discouraged, and
are restrained from laboring ety
for
the salvation of souls,’by an
¥fmpression

that the

youth especially

have

become

wholly
thoughtless and
unconcerned
about the subject of religion. On the
other hand, as gay" and trifling and
thoughtless as the rising generation may
appear to us, who have been sobered
by age and experience, they are yet at
times subject to serious thought, and to
real anxiety about their relation to God

and to a certain and

awful future.

The

very God of heaven has impressed on the
human mind the sentiment, that’man to
be happy hereafier, at least, must be at
peace with his Maker.
As careless and

trifling as many seem to be, this divine
intuition will assert itself, and when perhaps we'should least expect it. Many a
duncing-floor even has borne up the
weight of a soul disgusted with the vanity

let their faults die with

‘death, the fact of her relations to the man

Te AY TNS

we felt that more than we could

ask had

been done fur us, and withso much added

strength we must have a successful
ure.

fut.

For several weeks all our * meetings
were full and many extra ones were held.
Then as the winter season was closing

only regular meetings seemed sufficient,
and a8 busier times came on, the large
attendance fell gradually back to near our

#
wl

old numbers.
About

a hundred

were

received

into

“the church, so that a much larger per
cent. of our congregation are church
members,
But lately I am having a very hard
# time. Some
hall-dozen of those who
were 80 hopefully rescued from deep
degradation have fallen again, and others
2 «= ore standing on slippery Plapys. A fow,

thank God, are more steadfast, but they

are not yet strong, or experienced enough

ring with denunciations against the views

Eliot may be

these,

references,

for

portance

of

the

faith.

of this is conceded.

The

im-

But it is

obvious to add, that a school that does
not prepare its men as well to lead convicted ‘nad anxious souls to Christ, is

ing but one-half of its legitimate

do-

work.

There is extant skepticism to be sure, as
there always has been, and yet it is often
specious and unsctiled. Still conscience
remains, .and the voice of God rings. 4n

the soul, startling it to a sense of insvenr-

called forth a lengthy response

from

one

who stands high. among the talented
women of our own land.
Among many truttifal and excellent utterances, are some difficult to understand,
unless the writer's intention is, to justify

Marian Evans in her questionable" position. Such language as the following
sounds, to say the least, strange, coming
from the lips of a woman: ** It is easy to
know what is conventionally proper.
Society's ¢ thousand peering littlenesses’,
show u¥ that. It is not difficult to conformrto the aversge standard of well do-

ing.

What is difficult is, the . unflinching

adherence to absolute honor and truth,
irrespective of appearances, which are
extraneous to their essence. Not only

*¢ "Fhe law of ahsolute

rectitude,

alike

the common herd, ‘‘the ordinary cteatures "?
Tt was right for George Henry Lewes

and Marian Evans to live, to all

oulward

‘ The law of absolute rectitude, alike
commands all; bus the personal applica-

igh

. ings were over Bro,” Boitdfust bad to go
away on busindss and we have seen
him
out oseasionally since. Others had
spent
ie

-

t

infidelity, aand added, that the young had

idely we may depart from the
law of rectitude. * Is not

this. dangerous

more of conviction and spiritail- dissalls- doctrine? Let these ideas become prevfaction and unrest than they got credit for’
alent in our land, and how long will it be

She

replied

as

(fom

« xperience

and

Observation among her associates by

say-

ng:dy Thay is vty ign itis even

eo."

kunt
Nels”

|

waiting

to

administer

before the very foundations of the marriage relation will be crumbling beneath,
ourTook P

to

his

comfort and kind and appreciative words
.fall. soothingly upon his ear.
The care-worn mother, whose husy feet
have paused not through all the day in
their tiresome round of duties, and whose
hands have taken up patiently, and one by
one the thousand little nothings that cost
her so much labor, and seem to amount

to so little in the end, is lifted Qut of
herself, and above her weariness
and
pain by a few kind. and
well-directed

words.

Harsh and

bitter ‘words

sting her to madness,

to droop with
with anguish,

or

cause

heart

discouragement, or bleed
but kind words bring a

flood of sunshine to her heart,

her like apples
ver, and under
takes up anew
self to it with

would

her

and

are

that what had seemed

to be

a

heavy

bur-

den had been transformed into a labor
love.
And

the

to

of gold in pictures of silthis blessed influence she
her task and applies herrenewed diligence, feeling

children,

how

do

kind

of

.words

and tender caresses bring out and cause to
bud and blossom,

with a promise of a glo-

of

intoxicating

that

so

demoral-

Concessions to ritualism

be expected,

are

hardly

and the only issue of the

to

interest at the rate of three per cent. per annum, redeemable after 5 and payable in 10

long

continued struggle between Church and
State should be the very reasonable one of
disestablishment.
The
ritualists
would
then very soon go to their own place—the

Church of

to notice

tions of a general purpose,

hold

ing. same interest but redeemable after 1 year
and payable in 10 years; providing further,

Rome.— Christian Mirror.

We are delighted
protracted

meetings,

the

by

that

indica-

pastors,

and to

to

_the members of. the church as largely. as
possible in evangelistic work.
But they
must go out after the unsaved, and not
wait for men and women to come to them,
if they would succeed.
These changed
times require changed methods.— Western
Christian Advocate.
| What Americans have to do,
what

Business men

his
to.

that

of time now that it is past. Their days seem
but a hand’s breadth, their age as nothing.

You can ‘not hold back their trembling
footsteps from the valley, but you can re-

move the obstructions from the way and
make the pathway smoother for their feet.
You can be patient and

tive to their wants;

gentle

and

atten-.

and above all never

allow them to feel that they are ‘in the
way, or have outlived their usefulness, or
that through the infirmities of age they are
necessarily shut out from the world. Give
them a seat in the cosiest

carner,

and

by

the sunniest window; aud if they ‘have
whims humor them, and interest yourself
in what pleases them.
Relate to them the
tocidents of the day, letting your fingers

linger lovingly the while upon their wrinkled

brows

locks.

and

Listen

among

patiently

their , Whitened

while

they

count to you the tales of the long: ago,
sing in their broken voices the songs

re-

or
of

long now
from. their
desolate—

SS

8 Republicans

and

hone, ot Va., and

posing

after March 4, is
Calculations have

Tenn.

Davis, of Ill.) and

with

pré-sup-

a Democratic

The chances are nowtthat

Senator.

a combination

will

succeed in that State; in that case Vice. Presi-dent Arthur will have a casting vote and all
branches of the Government become Republi«an atter that time.
-

.Unit-

SKEKING PARDON

AT THE WHITE HOUSE.

Mrs. Hayes, having made such a favorable

me

pression wherever she has appeared, has thereby incurred the usual infliction from a watch:
ful and favor-asking people, in being often besought for aid and assistance, through her me-diation with the President.
The many letters
thus received pass through the Executive of--

fice, and

are

ments;

referred

to thé various

The following is a sample

depart--

of the many

received at the War Department on such be.
half. An erring boy runs away from home,
enli-ts in the army, deserts, and dares not re-

turn to his’home for fear of arrest and

ment.

ors which their country has bestowed upon them, to the ridiculous, shameful and

punish-

lu is dated New York:

they

To Mrs. Hayes:
A father -and mother in
this
place, good people and members of the
Baptist’ church, are in a state bordering vn

would sink into eternal infamy, disgrace
and disrepute among our citizens. —North

under various disguises, biding from the faces
of hen and a wanderer upon the face of the

Carolina Blptist Review.

earth

work

of

Ingersol,

that

trenzy, regarding their only

case 10 you, and beseech for bin a pardon.

To the busbuud und tather, wife and mother
at the White House, 1 send’ early Chrisimas
greeting, und to all the tender hearts in the
President’s houshold, I submit the case of this
boy, wid on land or sea, wherever found, [
ask to buve pardoned that he may come buck,

{ bitidn he only means to oppose the prohibition of pure wine and pure beer, and
that the sale of these he would limit with
great strictness, because they lead : to
drunkenness.
If we remember this, the
force of his arguments against prohibition
will be sensibly. weakened: Thus he says
the plan of total abstinence is *¢ unmanly. »
But he'admits that it is manly to abstain
if there be ten or twenty per cent. of alcohol. Why cot if there be ten or five? It

no longer placed in fear or in peril.
Sincerely your servant

801 ‘MEMBERS FOR THE HOUSE.
‘The-pupulation-ot-the- United States; so far
asthe ability of the United States _#lthorities
have been enabled to ascertain, is 60,152,866.
In 1870, it was 38,518,371, showing a growth of

11,594,495. und un ingrease of almost 47,000,000

in a century. One diate, New York, with
5,083,810 inhabitants, nearly doubies the pop-

is a sliding scale, and We put the limit
lower than he does—ap the line” of sweet

Dr. Crosby's Bihie argument

moderate drinking we very

[t is simply this:

own

habit

ulation of the entire thirteen original States.

for

much

dislike.

The Bible and

Christs

boy, who is now

These aBlicied people bave appealed to me;
and I promised*the mother
I
would take the

Critics of Dr. Crosby will do wl to. remember that he is alsg a prohibitionist,
and that in all his argument against prohi-

cider.

hut uchieved the independence of this country.
Deducting 783.271 for the . Territories
and District” of Columbia, sand there is a remamder 0f49.369,505 to be proportioned as to
representation in the House of the next fen
years,
A new bill, introduced on Monday by
M¥. Cox (N. Y.), which will probably puss,
provides for 801 members in the nex! decade of
years.
Tue lurgest House prior to 1863 was
Fie
the census of 1830. By it, Massachusetts:
hail then 20 members. now 11, Virginia’ ut ¢ olie dn,

free wine-drinking;
the smile | therefore, we should. But this priuciple
and nod of recognition, the gentle presswould forbid the abolition of slavery,

allow

ure'of the hind and the cheery, cordial
cause both the Old Testament and the New
greeting which cost the «giver nothing;
allow the institution.—
The Independent.
and how gladly would the rich and petted
Chancellor
Crosby's
recent
Mond 'y
favorites of society exchange the honeyed
Lecture upon the temperance
question
words of flattery for those of. genuine
may bu called ou: she ‘whole a Plea for mod:
kindness however plain and homely, a)

bud 28, now 9 ew

Hultpehired; no)
n

Pry this t

‘a child,” said a poor woman who. had. her
full share of burden to bear, ** for a single
harsh word sets me grieving all the day.
I try not. te mind it, but my- heart sinks,
-my strength fails me, and I sm 80 unhap-

py.” We are all children,

then,

for our

hearts’ are all sensitive to suffering, and

in

“yourself, and tn your Siig ‘of your own |
800 Or. duugghiter, and see If you would
feel the mast of security as to their

not
fat

are if you knew they never would use any
of these drivks at all; If that be true it
covers the whole. case, and it makes iv
wise and right for you, too, never to ase
them yourse.. ~The Congeegationalist.
wa

po

been made that it would be composed of 37.
Republicans and 39 Démoerats (including Ma-

ed States can find it practically advantageous te make, either for the exclusion of
Chinese labor ffom certain parts of the

disgraceful

§

the opinion that 5 /

Thé status of the Senate
exciting much speculation.

people,

the

1,1881, the

ance of the public debt, is to be deprecated.
STATUS OF THE SENATE.

Such a movement,

provision

May

bond that must be paid in.ten years can not
“bareadily disposed of, at such ratio of interest,
while anything looking toward, the continu-

righteousness and push the world ahead in
its orbit.— Christian at Work.
:
In short, every

After

The bill passed by 135 to 125;

ora’sermon.
The
Yope of. the country
lies not in masses, but in the distinctive
individual effort
orth by every soul in

will help forward the‘cause of truth

the public

voted in favor, and 10 Democrats against, the
nieasures being geasrully opposed by the Republicans.

wheth-

inaugurated and carried op-b¥ the

increase

per cent. bonds shall be the only ones receivable as security for National bank circulation,
and no bond upon which interest has ceased
shall be continued as such security, &c., &e.

er he hold in his hand a ballot or a shovel

the direction ofduty.

act does not

shall be cancelled.

Christians have to do, what every reader

do the fullest measure of his duty,

this

debt, and interest on the 6 per cent. bonds at
that rate shall cease after 30 days’ notice, &ec.
All bonds dnd certificates so redeemed shall
constitute no part of the sinking fund, but

enlist

of this paper has to do, is to go on to
work encouraged and hopeful, resolved

-

years, and also certificates in the amouritn@ffifSf go
“
$300,000,000, either registered or coupon, bear-

rious frnitage, all that- is good and pure
and true and sweet and tender in their country, or for its supply to other parts,
natures! On the contrary how does harsh may be made ‘under the powers coriceded
treatment and habitual fault-finding devel- | hy this treaty.
The stipulation that inmi.
op and cause to grow and strengthen ev- grants shall not be suhjected to maltreatery evil tendency of their hearts!
Oh!
ment i8 one vw hich a Christian nation can
for the children’s sake, and to save our not hesitate to grant, and the great im
own hearts from pain in the+years to come,
portance of the provision that Chinese.
let only kind words be spoken.
subjects may freely visit this country for
And who stand more in need of. kindly
travel, study or business will not be ques.
tioned by any one.—XN. XY. Tribune.
sympathy than the aged grandparents who
occupy their accustomed seats by our fireAnd we wil] venture now to assert,
if
side? The journey of life, that seems so Robert Tombs or Wade Hampton shopld
long to the young,sesms to thembut a span 80 degenerate as to descend from the hon-

appearance, in direct opposition to the . Adld Lang Syne: It can not be
laws of God and myn; but to those on a till you will hear them no more
lower intellectual plahe, those whose
lips.
sphere in the * kingdom of Thought” is
How grateful tp the poor and’
more obscure, this would be a sin.
of which our world .is full—is

- to be of much help to thejr brethren and ity and obligation.
tion of this Jaw belongs solely to the insisters in trouble. Attractions are draw.
Not long since, in conversation with a dividual. " That i, thére may be condiing the young people away from all in. young woman of recent Christian ex-"
ig which we shall be Justified in set;
terest in religion, and the children, ‘such perience, who had long neglected religion,
this law. If we chance to, be
‘48 have not - entirely, fo Jouen ththeir An. and had been troubl.d, with _u

od in thir. "The. fact is we have no
workers. Ihave ‘done what I could to
organize, but almost as soon ‘as the meet.

hands are

the

schools i8 to prepare men to combat these. ‘finer, deeper, further reaching than those
errors, and to beeyme in a polemic Sense of the ordinary creature,” and another for
champions

finds his burdens lightened perforce ‘when
he comes into the charmed circle of home
-and dear ones, at nightfall, where tender

sake of purity and morality it may be
necessary for them to be made.
A remark in one of these criticisms has

of Renan, _Tyudall,, Darwin, Huxley, «commands all; but its personal applicaSpencer, and the rest: on the assump- tion, modified by personal obligation and
tion, it would seem, that their statements” condition, belongs solely to yhe<individhave been generally accepted, or
at | ual.”
least that the faith of the weneralivgt | Are there then two sets of moral laws,
NPR
the children of genius, those
mankind has been shaken by them. whose senses, whose
sight,
whose
. Some seem to suppose that the main; if
sympathy,
whose
spirituality
are
keet.er,
not the only, function of theological
the

fall one but what
may
more
easily
be
borne by the aidof loving sympathy.
The father, wearied: with his daily toil,

whose name she so long bore should be
referred to. Indeed, the high position in
which she stood in the world of letters,
only made more conspicuous whatever
might detract from her moral character.
However painful to the lovers of George

and rather than be obstinate or appear
faithless or in the least. jealous of other
workers,
I abandoned my cautionary at- of worldly pleasure, and convinced of its ‘the stuff of tragedy and romance,’ but
ruined condition. A few years ago, we the intrinsic stuff of self-abnegation and
titude and joined heartily in the work.
We soon secured a revivalist who wet a yound lady of 17, apparently with- purity is in the intellectual and affectional
brought with him a band of earnest work- out a serious thought of God and eternity, union of two superior persons, however.
ers. They took us bystorm.
Every und said to ber, ** You think somewhat widely parted by outward facts, whose
meeting was made lively. We all aston- about religion, don’t you?” As quick as devotion to each other, in sight and out
sight, against
all
appearances,
ished ourselves with the, way we took a flash, and with intense earnestness, she of
hold of the work. Many
young people replied, “I think a good deal about is at last justified by victorious proofs of
religion.” It is well to accept this favor- probity to gods and men. The" greatest
‘were soon interested
and’, converted.
only are equal to such a relation. The
able
omen, and to act upon it.
. Scores’ of Sabbath-school children progreatest
only are great enough to live in
The
second
suggestion
is,
Avoid
assumfessed religion. Crowds increased, hard
, cases began to yield, and ere long many ing that the skepticism of the age is it,above and beyond the world's approval,
unmindtul if not indifferent to it.
of the must hopelessly fallen were re- vein and inveterate.
‘Such was the relation of George Henry |
Preaching
of
late
years
has
largely
+ joicing in salvation.
Lewes
and Marian Evans. But the mass
Our cup of joy, though. many times en- taken on the form of argument against
of
people
to whom such a relation, unsanclarged, wus constantly overflowing. Holy real or supposed doubt with reférence to
tified
by
human
law, would be neither
the
truth
of
Christianity.
Formerly
thrusts
exuitation filled the heart of good Deacon
the skep- right or possible, by that very fact have
Buildfast, for in one sense all this was the were occasionally made against
ticism of Hume, Givbon, Paine and Vol- no right to judge two persons of whose
result of his-energy and detérmination. '
' When the time came for our helpers to aire, but of lute, these names have been deepest existence they know absolutely
dropped, and the pulpit has been made to nothing.
leave us, though loath to part with them,

1

even

as her own happiness
was concerned, she
would have been a wiser woman, to have

re——_——ioobo©rb

instead

clusions,

8

Who does not believe, that,

:

J. F.

as

was an extensive
in

LETTER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 20, 1881." *

sid

not beén blessed with an abundance of
them.” And it this world’s goods, but whose gentle manpersuade men to become reconciled 1owould séem that the "pleasant memories
ners, habitual cheerfulness and helpful litThey had a revival lust God, they must feel and do feel that, the
church work.
clustering
about one whosename has long tle acts of kindness so readily and deli- perance people are due President Hayes
winter, and not long since, the brother fullness of the pastoral work is not acTHE FUNDING ACT OF 1881.
been a household word, would do much
and his wife for what they have been the
cately bestowed, endeared her to all who
was telling me about it and some. con- complished without sugcess in winning
The House on Wednesday disposed of the
means
of
accomplishing,
and
their
names
toward
obliterating
the
one
sad
blemishknew her. Kind words, while they do not
souls.
But how?
clusions to which it has led him.
bill for refunding a portion of the national
that rested on her life. Yet it is not impoverish the giver, greatly enrich the will go down to posterity as thosé who debt. It contains the following provisions,
was a very
Passing over all external forms of arWhile the experience
dared
to
live
their
convictions
in
the
face
|
strange that amid the laudations that have recipient, The human heart is susceptias finally passed: It authorizes the issue of
multiplication
of a whole world.— Our Union.
:
common one in these days, .it may be rangement, such.-as the
everywhere accompanied the notice of lier ble to kindness, and there can no ‘evil hebonds
to the amount of $400,000,000, bearing
conthe
of
sake
the
for
of
meetings,
the
securing
of
ministerial
while,
worth
church

in his
has

¥

an

The

that swept

Pastors just at this period of the

DEACON BOILDFAST 8 REVIVAL.
REY.

;

©

HOW TO WIN

yearning,

Praying with white lips
"For a boon so great he dare not grant it,
Lest the dark eclipse
of our joy, let slip because of weakness,
Drive us from him wild.
So he draws us nearer, nearer, saying,
“ No, my child.”
:
--Selected.

BY

:
2

tion may prove her patent to greatness.
Has any woman a right to accept. such

WASHINGTON

spirits rise or fall according to the treatment we receive. Kind words can never
.come amiss.
The gay and the happy are
pleasantly affected by them, ‘and they are
often a benison to the sad and sorrowful.
“‘Your soothing words relieved the tension
of my aching heart and opened, the floodgates of my tears,” said’ one whose grief

ing code and Southern temperament are to be
a position? Because George Ei could
had been too deep for tears through the accounted in this, but the defenseless colored
not legally marry the mau of her choice, loss of a loved one. ‘You have never
race furnished the victims for most of this
was it right for’ her to live with him ille- spoken an unkind word to me, dearest,” enormous criminal death rate, Bad men are
gally, at the price of her spotless name ?
in every State and Territory; but facts and
said a young wife to her husband who was
How much nobler would it have been, wiping the death damp from her brow, figures show that the rate in one Southern *
how much more the patent of true great- ‘‘and O, we have been so happy.” “I State (South Carolina) exceeded all New Eng-~
ness, had this gifted woman walked alone could not live If it had. been otherwise,” land for this period.
What these powerless. people require and
in the straight path of morality, even he said as he repeated it afterward. Kind
hope for, let them say for themselves :
;
though that path were strown with «¢ the ] words leave no stinging regrets behind. If ..Cheered by the many brave utterances which
heart drops wrung from her in sore we would have only pleasant memories let you bave made in the past on our behalf, we
present a brief statement of our condition.
agony.” To one of her womanly nature, us remember to speak only kind words.
Clothed with the rights of citizenship under
Stove
:
the anomalous position in which she was
the laws, yet we are citizens in name. and not .
in fact. Our right to participate in elections
WHAT THE PARERS SAY.
placed, must have been a constant marin many localities i8 denied by armed violence
tyrdom of herfest and noblest feelings.
It is very easy to trust a friend when.he and frand, and even in the federal courts our

The Wlorning Star,

i

¢ The greater’ ‘spite of our judgment or: will-power our

a nature, the greater its c: apagity to sacrifice. The world has no proof that George
Eliot ever repented the sacrifice she made,
for’ George Henry Lewes. A woman's
sacrifice in accepting ‘a questioned posi-

(convict) the world of sin and ‘of right-

No.4.
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Faili roy greater in proportion. of representation, unless the, number of members is

increaved

inordinately

given 40’ New

large,” The

England the following

new

bill

représens

tation: Muine.4; New Hampshire,2; Vermont;
2; Massnchusetts, Hi Rhode Islund, 2; and
pticut, 4 =u fii
Connpedticut,
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“Sunday
For Questions.

; DAILY

47.

Luke 2: 40—52.

. Consecration of Samuel. , 1 Sam. 1:1—28.
\

of.

God’s care for one child.» Ex. 2% 1-10.
Early piety. 2 Chron. 34: 1-7.
The wisdom of Jesus. Is.11:1-—16.

|

to

indicate any improper forwardness on the
part of Jesus. He was not disputing, as
1is sometimes said. He wassimply
in the
A child used for a text. Matt,
187 1—14,
position of a dévout young Jew, seeking
from the proper sources a foller knowlGOLDEN TEXT: * And the child grew, and
edge of the truth.
waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom;
and the grace “ef God was upon him.’—
48. Amazed. Greatly astonished. Said
Luke 2: 40.
unto him. Note the tenderness of her
ect
reproof; conscious of her right to reprove,
Luke 2: 40-52.
.| and mindful of the wonderful character of
.| the boy committed to - her care twelve
Notes and Hints.
| years.before, and, it may be, foreseeing
After Simeon had blessed the Holy
that he would sometime pass out from
Family, an
aged prophetess, named
her care, her heart is full of deep emotion
Anna, prebably more than a hundred
as she speaks.
Sorrowing. For the first
years old, eame in and ;thanked God also,
time at any act of him.
and ¢ spake of him to all them that
49. - How ts it that ye sought me? These
looked for redemption in Jerusalem.”
are the first recorded words of Jesus,and,
The visit of the wise men probably: oe«curred after the presentation in the tem- as such, havea peculiar interest. (J. £.
and B.)
Wist ye not? Did you not know?
ple and before the return to Nazareth.
Implying that they ought to have Known.
So also did the descent into Egypt. Herod
died within two months after this, and in Must be. "There was no escape for him.
%

A son upon the altar “Gétr. 2211-18.

My father's business.

the spring, or early summer, Joseph and
Mary retarned to Nazareth, where Jesus
lived with them for nearly thirty years.
40. And the child. Jesus had a perfect
human nature, physical and mental, and
grew in stature like other children,and by
the same means. Strong in spirit. Some
of the best critics omit the words * in
spirit,” as having been copied from chap.
1: 80, where they are spoken of John;
the remainder ‘of the verse describes his
mental and spiritual condition. - *¢ Spiritual strength consists in two things:
power of will, and power of self-restraint.
Jt requires, therefore, foi its existence,
strong feelings and strong _command
over them. You must
measure
the
strength of ‘man by the power of the

:

feelings

which he “subdues,

51.

obscure

of our day, who in their fancied superi-ority, find it difficult to yield to the wisdom of their parents.”’— Abbott:
Kept in

strong native sense and correct judgment

her heart.

which seems to come from a happy com:
bination ‘of the noblest powers of the
‘mind. Knowledge may be gathered by
study ; wisdom may be possessed without
it. Many a wise man has known little of
has

This

village- was afitting place in some respects for the growth of a character, notwithstanding its bad reputation. It is
beautifully situated, in a secluded valley,
shut in on all sides by swellipg hills. It
is famed for the beauty of its ¥lowers and
the health of its inhabitants.
Was subject
unto them. He wasa model of docility
and obedience, working at the carpenter's
bench.
¢¢Here isa lesson to the children

not by the

one

Came to Nazgreth.

Mary continued to hide

wenderfal things in her heart.

away

What a

storehouse.a mother’s heart is!
52. Jesus increased. He experienced
growth in all respects as a human being.
Even the rude Galileans of Nazareth felt
softened towards his gentle and beautiful

had

strong.

he ‘was

Son

of

ing Jesus where he can not be found!

the Father, to

peculiarly dear.

Every

we would find

boy is better for being a Christian, and
the greatest blessing to any life is the
favor, or approbation,

“with Mary.
or

It was’
Not so

It is likely that she/went us-

.ually to the Passover.

For an

account of

predicting his immedfate

coming.

But,

reasoning from their-own impaired

intel-

lects. sand

perverted

hearts,

they

had

formed a false ideal of the promised One
of Israel. According to their conception,
he was to be only a greater David and
restore the’ temporal
kingdom.
The
Jewish national pride was haughty and

unbounded.

The people had

long fret-

ted under the Roman yoke, and their’ patience was well-nigh exhausted. There
was, throughiout all Judea, an intense
longing for delivery from. -this galling
servitude and for rehabitation as a nation.
Whether with or without
the
“pomp and circumstance of
glorious
war,” -they ardently desired and cont-

dently believed, that the Messiah

would

remove this yokd of ‘Rome, and re-establish the kingdom of David and Solomon
with greater glory and splendor than was
enjoyedin the golden age of Israel.
Was this obscure young man, who was
going about the country so quietly, per-

forming this noble work of charity,
filling this grand mission of love
proclaiming these strange, deep

fuland

spiritual

: ginningof this feast.
42. Twelve years old.
Jewish

of the

be¥

this

age

At

boys became ‘ sons of the

.and were obliged to

iments, including attendance at the feasts.
Yle may have attended the Passover before. Mary was glad to observe the feast
at Jerusalem, We have here a beautiful
example of family religion.
43. The days. Seven days. - Ex. 12:
As they returned. The special sea18.
son of worship

-ended,

they must

MAKERS.

*
(From Pelonbet.)
We can understand the childhood and
youth of Jesus better when we remember
the surrounding influences amid which he
grew.
:
1. The natural scenery was rugged
51 beautiful. He breathed a pure air.
The Roman dominion was irksome.
™ taxes were heavy. Roman laws,
money and usages reminded hind and the
people of their subjection.
3." The Jéwish hopes of a Redeemer,
who should deliver them,y ere common

law,”

topies of conversation.
4.
In the vicinity were many noted
historic places, by which he would be
the
‘ reminded of God's dealings ik
Jews.
In addition to these his school and home
training were of considerable account.
AF rom Dr. Meredith. )

return

‘‘Jeru-

to their home and their business.

>

GLEANINGS FROM THE NOTE-

obey all its, require-

+ salem is good, but Nazareth is good, too.”

plied, ¢ The kingdom of God cometh not
with observation,”—that is, with outward

I

The Jewish Feasts, Modes of teaching’
among the Jews. Iow to Study God's

#7

in

and palpable when compared with the
spiritual processes whereby the soul
gradually makes preparation for bursting into eternal bloom ! And, if you cannot with the outward. vision note these
natural processes, cap you expect to
‘ observe the infihitely finer processes of
the sotil’s development ? Can you determine, ‘by any of the infinitesimal meas-

a

We

church

all

is

not

always

how

Jacob,

remember

servants, with vast flocks and herds .and

inward and spiritual.

*>* <®0

12 and 13. Iv was keptiin memory of
.the preservation of the children of the
.Hebrews when all the first-born of the
Egyptians were slain; so called because
. the death-angel passed over the houses of
the Hebrews -having blood sprinkled upof the .door-posts. _ At. present the day

are

ry of the Mt. Vernon church, Lowell; Mass.)
Dee. 26, 1880, by the pastor, Rev. George S.
Ricker.

show or display. The kingdom of God
is not temporal, a splendid pageant, but

” TOPICS. FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
Word.

the establishment of the Passoyer see Ex.

..¢alled Easter marks the time

If

should seek him

sorrowing for our sins.
IV. Let us hide in our hearts the sayings of Jesus.

of God.

41. - Went. “Used to go.”
-Joseph's duty. Ex. 23: 14-17.

him we

him,

returning to Canaan with his retinue of

3

and well-beloved

them.”

anniversa-

truths, by and by to startle Judea and the
but little wisdom. The. character of
whole world, not only by announcing
.
Jesus ripened as did his understanding. nature.
himself as David's successor, but also by
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
The exact thought is, filling himself with®
overturning at once and forever the pow- |
wisdom,” and ¢¢ thé image,” says Godet,
I. Parents ought to go regularly to er of Rome and lifting up Judea from un“oo «appears to be that of a vessel, which, worship, and train up their childrento the der the ‘iron heel” of its oppressor? Ina
«While iincreasing in size, fills itself, and same practice.
‘| maze of doubt as to the answer swilftby filling itself continually enlarges so II." Children shold be encouraged to advancing events would retur
as to be continually holding more.” Grace ask questions on religious subjects at question, thé Pharisees came to Jesus
of God.
Better than
wisdom.
‘Fhe proper times, and in a proper way.
and demanded of him, ¢ when the king. divine favor Tested upon hinr as the only
HI. How much time wasted
is
in seek- dom of God should come; and he. Te- |

whom

with

great wealth, trembled when he heard: of
Esai's approach;
but, after that all ures known to art, the gradually unfold* «And when He was Somanded of the. “night's struggle with God in prayer,
ing.of the sweet grace of patience,
or
Pharisees, when the kingdom of God ‘be went forth unappalled ‘to meet his forbearance, or charity? By what terms
should come, He answered them and
wrathful brother, even though he *‘halt- will you express. the measurement of the
said, The kingdom ef God cometh not ed-upon his thigh! ” Many is the time Christian’s growth in hope, | or-faith;
with observation.”—Luke 17: 20.
When wealth has little signieance 4; and love ? We have a phrase, ‘* growing r
| The public ministry of our Lord had |
the poor church that is filled ~with the
| grace * that is richly significant; but
been some time in progress when these Spirit of God is richer by far than the there ae no.material means of measurewords were spoken. In a ‘very quiet church whose membership is: composed ment whereby we may determine such
manner he had been ¢¢ going about doing of sordid millionaires!
We'need money growth. There are no scales so finely
good :” healing the sick, restoring the in our work for Christ; but, unless it be graduated as to weigh spiritual essences.
maimed, raising the dead, and, as oppor- consecrated to the service of God it is a Ah, they are impalpable, we cannot see
tunity offered, proclaiming the
great snare to the souls of the membership and them, feel them, hear them.
They do’
truths of his kingdom. Nor, as yet, a source of weakness to the church. not belong to the realm of senseand can
were the religious aristocrats of Jerusa- ¢t The love of money is a root of all evil.” not be expressed in itsterms. We know
‘lem greatly opposed to him. They had
While, then, the addition of members, that certain souls have become sweater,
been cautiously observing his work, un- or the augmentation of wealth, or other stronger, more Christ like; but the decertain whether to fall in with his little palpable facts, may indicate that a church velopment has taken place by unobserved
company of disciples, or to turn against i§ being upbuilt, still these things are on- | processes, and now finds no language suithim, denounce him as an impostor and ly accessories, and the true development ed to its adequate expression!
seek his speedy downfall.
of the church is not dependent upon
So,"as relating to tbe development of
The Messianic expectation in the Jew- them ; for its real growth is to be deter- the individual Christian life;—and hereish mind had become quite ripe. * Proph- mined and measured by the development in is to be found the real growth “of the
| écy pointed to this as the proniised time of the spiritual life of its membership.
church— not _in_ mere accessions to its
[of the Messiah's advent; and the Jews ~The day has gone by—it ought never fo membership, not in an augmentation of
were eagerly expecting and confidently have dawned—in which were conversion its wealth, not in statlier church-edifices,

preparing to do it. * ‘* Where my father’s
affairs are carried on, there you are gpre
to find me.”—Godet. .
50. Notwithstanding all the stratige
history of this child his parents failed to
comprehend the stupendous truth in regard to him,

power Qf those which: subdue him.”—
Robertson.
Filled with wisdom. That

books, and many a learned

Interested in it and

without

The wealthy

OHUROH. -

[A sermon preached at the sixth

that be

helpless and hopeless minority.

THE GROWTH OF THE OHRISTIAN

By the wisdom of his

There is nothing in this account

they

Surely, one, with God, is a majority, and
1 all titese hosts,

answers and his singular and searching
_questions.: Sometimes a question may
open a mine of wealth before unthought

READINGS.

, The boyhood of Jesus.

Astonished.

‘mbre than

-@omomanacations.

dem which the learner, as such, can pos-

3 ESUS.

4)

.g

sess. For one genuine question of him
who seeks inthe right direction, itself
Shoal Lesson.--Feb. 6. ! contains more realized truth than a
SH
thousand ‘disjoined answers of the false
ses Star Quarterly and Lesson Fapirs)
wisdomof books and words."— Stier.

THE BIRTH OF

W.
Tr.
¥.

{

« Rightly to question is the highest wis-

Beparimnt.

ron
x
&
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propose

on this

anniversary—the

sixth birthday of the Mt. Vernon
—to discuss briefly

certain

¢hurch

fundamental

principles relating to the upbuilding
growth of the Church -of Christ.
“line of thought I propose to follow is
dicated in this pregnant utterance of
Lord respecting the manner in which
kingdom ‘shall come.

and
The

inour
his

point
I wish to make clear is, that the
outward marks of growth are less sure
those

inward

real

upbuilding

tokens’ which

than
are

are
unob-

served, except by the eye of faith,

and

regarding which it may be said, : that
‘the kingdom of God cometh not with
“observation.”
:
| Far be it fiom me,.to say. that there
maybe no true growth as marked by
outward signs. It is a source of strength,
encouragement and inspiration, constan(ly to be receiving accessions to thie mem-

bership of the church; yet there ig danger of putting too mack reliance in ‘mere
numbers. How often do these ‘accessions
bring weakness ‘and confusion to the
church! "We are admonished to receive
those that are ‘‘ weak in the faith, ¥ and
we are to help them grow up into.

not in ‘any material sign -of advancement,— as relating to the individual believer's growth in grace, it is most eminéntly true, that the ** Kingdom of God
cometh not with observation,”
But,

bears about the same relation to the symmetrical Christian life’ that germination
bears to the plant or tree which eventually-grows out of the seed. It is only the
beginning, theugh containing potentially

the rounded Christian character. .

mark, that this individual growth

meeting for prayer, praise and social
worship, the various nieans for the development of ihe social life of its membership; it cares for the sick and poor;
it strives to spread the gospel over all
the world.
These various phases of
imperfect

its

brethren,
though

immediate

Christ.
The loud, boisterous, ranting
talker in the prayer-meeting rarely has

power with God or with men. A showy
disciple of the meek and lowly One is an
the

true,

living,

Christlike disciple lets not his left hand
know what his right hand doeth, and- so
makes no parade of his work or achievements.
Thug, regarding
the actual
work and substantial growth-—of the
church, is it true that ‘‘the kingdom of.
God cometh not with observation.”
But this saying of our Lord 1s most
eminently true relative to- the inner: and

hidden life of the individual

believer.

time they first left Jerusalem, giving one A On consecrationto God.

I"
:

of the search and the finding id the tem-

ple. In the temple. . Most likely in the
« + court; of the women,” on the eastern

side of the temple ares, just without the

@ As a listener.

5
: tierg..

must be'a life

changes that are constantly occurring in
the plant or flower ; and these, compared

be done from a lofty motive, and 80 May
be, for us, our Father's business.
~ .

‘(&'rom Vincent and Hurlbut. Y

The first verse is the germ
whole

lesson,

Everything

‘They|
wee of expounding
the law. |. Sivigs Island.on
‘or rabbis.

Hearing and asking.

tenitively and respectfully,

The true life put to rout, by the startling battle-cry of ry plant. Its said to be seventy-five
What wed 41: hardy and heroic handful, when, as ‘years old. In twenty-five years, more or
in itself may
their lamps flashed out from. their broken Jess, it will burst forth into wondrous

consecration®

have 10 do, though humble

is

of the
in’ Jt:

of 5000 people

on

and,

that the chariots and horsemen of the
Lerd’s hosts greatly outnumbered those
of Syria, *‘ They that be with. us . are

as was,

tions to, ‘be answered, by
7

w
a

the teachers.”
y

RY
A

4

fri
07

their native ‘parliament.

ply to all non-preaching preachers. Some

seem -to be impressed with' the idea that
eir call was only for a brief space, per.
: haps until their hair became a little gray.

~ Others have yielded to their desire for
ease, ora little more

but

many

of them are anxious to preach the

‘‘glo-

he ‘saw

money;

rious gospel of the

. even

blessed

though their temporal

God,”

reward

be small.

These should enlist our sympathy and
prayers. Whatever the necessity that
severed their pastoral connection it mat-

ters not, we should.do our utmost to give
them work to day. Some of them can do
as good service now as ever, some even

better.

Shall we not pray the Lord ofthe

harvest that he would send these laborers
into his barvest?
Consistency in - praying requires consistency in doing.

. We should use the means to bring them
ifito. the pastorate again.

A suggestion as

“to how this may be brought

about

lead some one to perfect a better
If in every Quarterly Meeting
should be

a

committee

whose

plan.
there
duty

it

should be to report to some central committee-the vacancies, and the names of
unemployed ministers, such ceptral committee;would thus get a knowledge of

unob-

the. Kingdom

without

observation,

of

God,

come

with

a

=

BY REV.J. MALVERN.

|.

-

§

SR

Under the above caption Rev. S. D.
Bates, in the Star of Jan. 5, makes a
plea,

not

only

for more

and

use

ministers,

but

that the churches unite with him in using
the divinely appointed method to secure
them.

Recognizing the demand for more ministers, and the only true source of supply,
let us heed the call. But where are

our

>>

o PO

*

&¢

veter-

-—
S

' OTHER SUNDAYY-S0H00L HELPS.
BY REV. G. ow WATERMAN,

Since writing on the * Helps” for the
current year, a few weeks since, we have
bad opportunity to examine

oo 2

“PRAYER FOR LABORERS.”
¥

for,

ans.

and

use

the

Notes by Dr. R. R. Meredith, already
spoken of. in the *‘Briet Notes” of the
Star, and find them thoroughly excellent.
Their value and the very convenient
form in which they are printed, being just
right for the pocket, and their cheapness.
-(80-eents i quarter, or $1.00
a year), en--.

title them to great popularity,
contain the text, copious selected

em

ies

They
notes,

and an original exposition of the lesson,
very

valuable.

Howard

Gannett,

ILLUSTRATED

CARDS.

Tre--

mont Temple, Boston, is the publisher.
COOK'S

those who'have heen given to the church

These are for the Primary Classes, and

are beautiful and attractive. With the
what she has? matter connected with them they cost one
Or has she like the man in the parable} cent. month for each scholps and are
‘worth five times that amotint. They are
laid any of them away in the napkin ?
It would be folly to pray for more altogether the best things for the young:
food if our cellars and larders are well est scholars we have seen. We have
stored with provisions.
Use what you them in use and find them' just what we
have, reason would
suggest, then pray need. - Published by D. C.. Cook, 187
in answer to prayer?
Is the church using

for more.

If the church is using her tal-

ents; and still finds a lack, she may consistently pray for more. This of course

supposes that these talents ure at her disposal, and that no will- power opposes
her use of them: for if she can not use
what she has because of such , opposition,

it 1s as though her talents were not hers,
and she may

Madison

St., Clacsgo.

:

Hymn Service No. 2. A small
bdok,
costing but ten ind
a hundred, anit

containing good hymns and music enough
for two years’ use in most schools, No
trash and no stupidity. Sure to satisfy
in pine schools out of ten. _ Published hy
Biglow & Main, 76 East Ninth St., New
York City.
The Study. This rs
magazine,
published quarterly, py
Phillips & Hunt,

service.

The

Repister

of

1881

the fact that a large number of ministers
are not in their proper place. © Not that
all without the letter P affixed’ to their
name are indolent, but that'many of them

though ‘well able, are

not

preaching

at

all.

THE
Ihave

my

BEFORE

fits

him-

and accepts

is

it wholly from

sing rests upon his labors. .

After
a few years, circumstances and
duty seem to call for a change. = Another

or

four

years

in

his

the same

chahge is repested, until at length the

All his taste

-

Sunday

plating

it as much

duties;. redeem

and

putting- on

from

all

vain conversation. How very much the"
power of the minister depends upon the
preparing of the ‘hearer’s heart! If yom
once come up to church with your mind

He mellfs with good success. < God’s bles-

and on he goes again prospering
work.

Redeem

from family

of apparel ; redeem ii wholly

or-

church secures his services without delay,

CHURCH.

eye at present the hour

before you go to church on the

dained, duly installed, and ‘goes to work.

three

crowded with trifies, what -can

ministers

do? They can do nothing but beat the
air. ‘What else can they do if ‘there be
nothing before them but air to beat at?
It will make a sound and that is all. I
fear that many of my dear people spend
more time on Sunday merning in putting

reto

veils on their faces than in thking the

veils off their hearts—more time in trying to make themselves Appear | before
ad- - men what they are not than in trying to
His make themselves appeur hefore God what
:
set- they arg. —W. Arnot.

Ripton. He thinks he will go.
En gh the uid, relation . of person to
erson, or -in what. Tennyson calls the ,
makes inquiry; and learns that the church’
depths of personality, are the
abyssmal
of a hundred years of growth. AC
,
is built upon a knoll, half a mile from
same in substance.. Therefore the same
any
house
except
the:
parsonage,
school
+ Now, brethren; fine and occult as are
law applies to the harmonization ot - spirthese natural proeesses of growth in the | keeps ten weeks in a year, the teacher it: i spirit on the two sides of the
Bo gem :
“!
The. fact of persons sespansibiliey.:
century plas, 1 affirm thay8 thigy are gross knows loss than his oldest boy.
~<h

8

forenoon. ¢ | am anxious about it.
The
note struck then is likely to give tone to
as you can

a call from a flourishing church,

Every

HOUR
in

your spirits all day.

‘Let us seek the cause,
A young man called of God,
self for the ministry, receives

“1

reveals

great victoriss for his Church: When consummate fower, the great and beaathe eyes of Elisha’s servant had been tifal product of the fle natural processes
touched with miraculous power,

eustomary among the Jews, asking ques- ‘The Scriptures is the book of. Appes] in

shall

led communities,
an

jcant members of the

‘church.

that

time comes when he has to leave, but
bloom.
Yet, as the Jong years pass ceives no call from any church similar
unitedly shouted, ** The sword of the away, the outward changes are 80 slight those he has préviously served.
His children hitherto have had the
Lord and of Gideon.” I.do not know, that no eye propably, unaided by measbrethren, but the ranks of our churches ‘urements, could detect that any change : vantage of excellent public schogls.
ought to be decimated; 1 believe. that a, had occurred in the whole long. round of whole ministry has beer in: thickly.

this Island, there are now 1679 commun:
Christian

of

‘pitchers in the middle of the night, they

Listewing at-

discontented

then believingly pray for
Who can observe the changes
taking talents consecrated in reality, and not
place in this inner life from day to day? ‘merely in name.
Who has such fine spiritual sight as to
Not that a small seetion of the church 1805 Broadway, N. Y., for Superintenddiscern the occult processes of growth in should decide ‘what, where, and how
ents, Primary Class Teachersand Normal.
the soul of the Christian? Why, you can work should be done for the Master; but
Class Conductors. It is very valuable to
not with so wonderfully
fine an .instru- that consulting her ministry she should
all such and worth the fifty cents it costs
ment as the natural eye observe the endeavor to keep all her talents in active
to any Sunday-school teacher.

Jesus tarried. Intentionally. See v. 49.
with spiritual changes, are coarse and
- Knew not of it. This might easily happen.
There is} in this narriitive a lesson,
tangible. Afjer days or weeks, we disThe people traveled’ in large companies,
cover that changes have taken place in
friends and relatives going together dur- | 1. . On reverencefor parents. He may
ing the day, and only separating into have become wiser and purer than they, ‘strength and positive power; but, ac- our floral gardens. Here a tiny shoot
families at night. His parents were not but we can not think they ever knew it cording to a well known philosophical has sprung out of the ground; did you
det of his.
careless; his dutiful and obedient habits from any work or
principle, which, however, does not al- gee it grow? Assuredly you did, but
‘had
He
anxiety.
no
*
2,
On
the
imporiance
of taking time ways obtain in the Christian economy, your organs of vision were toa. gross for
have
to
«caused them
‘before this proved himself. *trustworthy. for preparation. The young are impa- their reception often brings disaster to you to note the -‘minute changes as they
occurred. There a bud is slowly breakIf‘any justificatiun of the conduct of Jesus’ tient to advance. Itought tobe impressed the church.
“dmstaying at Segulom: is needed, it-is upon them that if they would do well the * And what are mere numbers? Gideon’s ing into bloom; can you observe the
found, as Dr. Schaff suggests, in his high- work of life, time must be taken to pre- small army was too large’ for successful lovely processes of its flowering? How
«er relationship to God.
pare for its duties. |
conflict with the “hordes of "Amalekites, slowly—too slowly for human vision,
3. On the divinity of work. There is and was therefore reduced by various ex- | fine ag it is, to trace its progress—does
44. A day's journey. Ugaslly from
» eighteen to thirty miles, but in long many a foolish youth who thinks idleness pedients to the paltry handful of three the bud at length open tp its profuse
. journeys they seldom went more than ten respectable and labor degrading.
The hundred men ; yet those mytiads, lying wealth of odorous bloom! Only a few
miles on the first day.
Man of NazaretH is an example to us. of along the valley like grasshoppers ‘for steps away, you may bave noticed year
46. After three days. Probably from the virtuous, self-denying industry.
multitude, were thrilled with fear, and after year a noble specimen of the centu-

day for their departure,one for their return,
part of which may have been taken up by
their search, and one for the conclusion

more

mighty and overwhelming power.

successful

neighborhood. + *“The kingdom of God
cometh not with observation.” The most
faithful efforts are ordinarily most quiet,
least demonstrative. Sensational preachers accomplish little good.
-Sundayschool teachers that are” ‘‘ given to fuss
and feathers” furnish poor religious instruction and lead no inquiring souls to

Indeed,

He becomes a very

forget to pray

:

own

again,

man. The sequel however is perfectly
natural. He has left his life work and is in
the wrong place. This picture may not ap-

individually, need

mani-

{med from the housetops! The church
may\be doing a neble work and searcely

beyond

can preach and longs to be in the pulpit

Quarterly Meetings.
Let us-pray for new recruits, and do
our best to secure more young men “or
the service of our Lord; but let us not

served wrestling “with - Jehovah
from
which we may come forth, to the astonishment both of thé friends "and foes of
our Zion, as princes
of God! So, my

Yet, how little of the real life of the
hurch is outward,—seen,
heard, pro-

be khown

but

living, make an entire consecration of our.
selves and our possessions unto the Lord,
and so become filled with-the-divine spirit and power. Ah! how greatly do we,

partments of work in successful operation, there, in the common acceptation of

and

pew,

what is true here is equally true of other

festations of the spiritual Hfe of the
church.
Wherever we find all these de-

the terms, is a vigorous
Chureh of Christ.

a

of Christian

lo the * high water mark”

vate and personal study of the Word, the

the

in

guise of these #umble, devoted, faithful | "would be successfully met.
disciples, in whom Christ abides and the
It would be worthy. the call of a confoveof God abounds!
vention.to elect such .a denominational
And now, brethren, let us strive that central committee.
Shall we .have it?
need something of the kind
the Kingdom of God, during the coming We absolutely
year, may be more surely established in orderto utilize our present forces. In
among us. This greatly desired. result the Mass: Q. M. there are several very
efficient ministers who are ready to remay .1nost certainly be attained, if we
cry;
and
will personally and individually come up spond to the Macedonian

may,

in part, be manifested by the relations
which the believer sustains to the church
in its various lines of Christian work.
The church, as now organized, has certain departments of work. It maintains
the public ministry of the Word, the Sunday—or church—school for the more pri-

Christian work are

Now he takes his seat

wants to be a minister still. He hears
much poorer sermons than. he himself

brethren, it cometh nevertheless ; indeed,. the résources anil veeds of thie whole,
has already come!
¢ for, behold, the field and be able to help all concerned
Con- | Kingdom of God is among you,” in the | | acceptably, and thus an urgent demand

version is precedent to the first stages of
growth and development.
Such truths
are too evident to demand further consideration; and I bastily pass on to re-

incongruity.

Evidently there is an outward, as ‘well
as an inward, growth of the church; the

indices of

satisfies the demand of the church upon
the
individual
believer.
Conversion

prospect looks discouraging.
He answers, “No, will seek some other employment at whi
gain my bread.”
:
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poor, yet last year they raised over £5,000 for evangelistic and educational work
—
‘among thémselves and in the surroundIN DEAD RA RNEST.
ing. countries.
Our native ministers,
Let us be thankful that one man, and catechists and teachers are a noble band
a very live one, tog,is in dead earnest of men whose ‘hearts the Lord hath
:
:
:
about something, and that that man 1s touched.”
CONDUCTED BY REV. G.0. WATERMAN.

Dr. Fullonton, and that something

the

nancial Seeretary’s Monthly Report.
rest of us may just as well make up
minds to attend to our duty in that
ter, and we sincerely hope that the

The
our
matDoc- |

filling up of the third column of the Fi-

do.

we

tor will give us no peace until

A

higher

school

for

Mohammedan

The annual catalogue

shows

7

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
Yoik. This schoel was never in better condi.
tion for Going thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction, With three carefully y arranged 0! courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary an d English Course.
r full catalogue,
e
IRVING B. SMITH.
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
|

an

attendance of 227 students; 53 being seniors, 45 juniors, 57 sophomores, and 72
freshmen.
Primary education in Prussia is gratu-

RELIGIOUS NEWS.
installed.

‘The

-

death list in-

E

DMOOVEREROF

o
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Elberfeld, Crefeld, Posen, Erfurt, Kiel,
LYDIA EE
ANKHAM'S
Most of us, probably, are not unwilling, cludes 76 ministers. .
Gladbach, Flensburg, Remschejd, Konigto
much
The Scottish Liberation Society advises shutte, Hagen, and Nordhausen. The
but negligent, and need not so
to be en- that now isthe time for pressing the | Prussian teachers’ seminaries have 8,125
a3 nt
pe converted by argume
For all Female Complaints.
ed by question of disestablishment in Scotland, students, or 3,339 more than-in 1870.
provok
and
ction
instru
by
ned
lighte
RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
and hat the subject should be brought
‘The Indian School at Carlisle Bar- NATURALPREPARATION
CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
: persuasion ; and now that Dr. Fullonton before the
House
of
Commons
without
ARIGHT,
STRENGTHENS
THE
MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
racks, Pa., has 110 boys and 44 girls.
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
is fairly at it, we may expect both. It. delay.’
fics
When.
it
was
started,
more
than
100
of
STRENGTH,
80
THAT
THE
OURE
IS radical and ene
ought not to be a very hard task to do.
Rev.:C. H. Malcolm, D. D., has re- them had never been inside of a school | tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIO REGION; IT GIVES, TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY =
The facts are few and simple. The case signed his position as assistant to the or house, and when’ brought there were
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
is'plain. The thing to be done is right Bishop of Easton, Md., and accepted the uncouth and filthy. After three and a DOWN,
CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
of Secretary of
the
American half months the boys could recite . fairly
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
and necessary, a thing of great import office
Church
Building
Fund
Commission”
in
in
geography
and
in
arithmetic.
They
It will, at all times and under all circam«
ance to the future interests of our church- New York.
learn the use.of tools as readily as white
stances, act in harmony with the laws that
govern
the female system.
es, of all our churches, for now-a-days
children,
and
some
have
already
become.
The policy of the new papal Secretary
Forthe care of Kidney Complaints of eithe
the influence of our Theological schools of State, Cardinal Jacobini, is indicated good wagon-makers, blacksmiths, carsex, this Compound is unsurpassed.
;
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
"is felt to the farthest part of the denomi- by a remark, if truthfully attributed to penters and shoemakers.
is prepared atthe proprietorsi aboratory.
~ pation. Their graduates areyno longer him, that it belongs to the Church | An anrtjgle’in the London Times demonNo, 238 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,
alone to dertermine the limits which septhe fact that there is no necessary
absorbed by the cities and large villages, arate it from the State.” In other words, strates
Price,
$1. Six Bottles to ona address, $5.
relation between the revenue of a college
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.
but find their way to the smaller villages after the Church defines its own province, and its educational efficiency. Balliol is
Send forypamphleta. Address as above.
No family should be without Lydia E, Pinkham's
and rural parishes, where, we are glad the State may claim what the Church one of the poorest of all the colleges at
LIVER 11.18. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
:
Oxford, yet it educates 214 undergradu:
to say, all their gifts, graces and ac- leaves.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
25 cts. per box.
GEO, C. GOODWI¥ & CO., Boston, General Agénts
quirements
find full exercise and are The annual sale of the pews of Plym- ates and has nurtured a remarkable num:
;
Sold by Druggists.
2?
W. ber of England's most brilliant men:
thoroughly appreciated. If we wish to outh church, Brooklyn, Rev. H.
Magdalen, one of the richest ofthe Oxlive and grow, if we wish to *‘lengthen Beecher’s, was held last week. The pre- ford colleges, educates only 115; while
miums amounted to $29,536. ‘Added to
our cords and strengthen our stakes,” we the premiums are the rentals
for: the Keble, with no corporate reyenue what-’
must keep the ranks of our ministry re- pews and aisle seats, which amount. to ever,, educates 162. !
cruited with fresh young men. thoroughly $12,826, making the total revenue from

~ VEGETABLE

work:

helped.

must: be

To

do: this,

God

the

will

call

them to the work and we must help them
get ready,

There is-one way

by which

‘we can do it. - We must fill up the third
column.

The sums put

be large, if all

will

there

need

not

something.

do

We

sittings $42,362,

year.

as against

$40,250

last

TN

i

The missionary convention . which

AR

we

Medicated
A FRUIT REMEDY AND

Texas,

Tennessee,

and

Ohio.

representation
‘of . certain

WAITING

“We

FIELDS.

hope none of our readers,

and es-

pecially that none of our ministers, failed

to read Dr. Ball's

brief account

of

‘dedication at Deansville, Pa., and

the

to no-

tice what was said about the churches of
the Alleghany
Association,
formerly
known

as ** Brethren

in

Christ.”

These

churches are in Armstrong and Westmoreland counties, lying east and northeast from Pittsburg and, probably, about
forty miles distant from that city. We

are heartily glad that so good a man

as

Bro. Aldrich is at work among them, and

trust -that his labors

will

be . greatly

blessed.
The Central Association deserves great credit for pushing its mis_«sionary work in this direction, and it is

to be hoped that it -will be amply

sus-

ined in the work,
Sy
The work among the colored people in
Indiana, spoken.of by Bro. A. B. Brown,
deserves recognition
and approval.
We
are not strong in Indiana, but there is a
chance to grow, and it is desirable that
the fields opening to us should be occupied. In these directions are good opportunities for some who feel the missionary fire in their

bones,

and

yet

can

not go to India. Here are fields waiting,
nigh at band, for which little especial
preparation will be required, where the
risks are small, and the opportunities

for

self-denial and sacrifice large enough

to

stimulate and strengthen the soul of the
“ worker. - Are there not stalwart brethren
but half employed, or lying on their oars,
~ who can-at once enter into these

wajting

fields and, under God, work up the
young interests carefully and patiently

until success shall have rewarded their
zeal and fidelity ?
THE

:

ANNUAL

Pl

The ‘‘Register and Year Book,” for
the current year, brings us the Annual

Reports of our Benevolent Societies, pre-

sented in Oct. last. The firs; in’ order is
that of the Foreign Mission Society. The
" Secretary’s Report is brief, being little
more than a summary of the results of
the year's work, but as the India Report
is given almost entire, this «is enough,

From this summary we learn that the
work of the year has been done quite
successfully, No money .has been borrowed,no debts incurred, all

bills

paid,

and an old deficiency of nearly a thousand dollars has been paid. Forty-three

have been added to the

churches

in

In-

dia. Three new churches have been
ganized. The Balasore church, has

come self-supporting,

orbe-

Thé Bible School,

though lacking in suitable acd modations

and

requisite

funds,

has done

a

good

work and gives promise of increa
sed usefulness in the future,
The claims of the
. mission were never stronger
nor
its
needs greater.
Let us continue to do for
it with larger gifts and more ferven
t
prayers.
:
¢

CE ————————

i

Rev. F. Fletcher, of the Wesfoyan
Mis.
sion at Cape Coast Castle, reports
; + The

Loid’s work in this part is as wonderfyl
a8 it is dendly. You will know that
op

this

coast, within the last

fort$" years

. more than 120. missionaries. Baye.
He

—)

‘whom
30,000.

w,_ ”

ind

of dt

ah.

fullen

to Chritagbl¥y,
very many
are troe
dy

disciples, number at leas

Tn this district alone.

(the

We

.

.

”
al

Sr

ument officially issued by the Society, has
been baptized.” His case was taken up
by the Monthly Meeting with which he is
connected—*‘ one of the most important
Monthly Meetings in England”—and the
has

but is retained
The Minutes
Anniversaries
lished, show 7

not been

‘¢disowned,”

in membership.
:
of the New Hampshire
for the past year, just pubassociations, including 84

churchés, 91 ordained ministers, and 14
licentiates.
Total membership,
9,077,
the resident members being 7,094.
Dur-

ing the year 163 were
ceived by -letter, ¢

loss

I
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ferin
soon
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is stated that either the Earl of Dufor Lord Roseberry will be sent out
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difficulties

of

and Urinary Organs.=For
Monthly Menstruations, and
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the blood, and hence is the
Purifier.
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The invitations of the church, ¢ Come, go
with us, and we will do you good,” The
Spirit and the Bride say come,” should be
given often and emphatically; and they

the

fourth edition of Stephens and the: fourth
of Beza which are the basis of the authorBoth these texts
ized English reyision.
are so closely allied to the fourth edition

JANUARY 26, 1881.
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more
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OURRENT TOPIOS.
should be heeded with alacrity.
——THE unusual interest in the construcof Erasmus that this last, as Ellicott has
6. F. MOSHER, Editor.
D-l--b
tion of a canal to connect the two oceans
9
remarked, may be considered the mothersomewhere
in the neighborhood of the
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
text of our English-version.
#
=
TRUST IN GOD. Isthmus of Panama warrants the belief
What is the character of this text?
PRroOF.J FULLONTON, D.D.,
Dr. Sutton once suid, there is in most
that the project will eventually be accomStephens used but sixteen manuscripts,
DROF. J.J, BUTLER, D. D.,
We have
and these were not very accurately collat- pulpits a lack of consolation,,
REV.J. M. BREWSTER,
who would
| plished. Captain Eads,
REV. W.H. BowegN, D.D,,
ed. One of his authorities “was an old sufficient philosophical preaching, and build a huge railway across the isthmus
ProF. R. DUNN, D.D.,,
.
uncial, the Codex of Beza, the text of | the emotional, and the descriptive; but
of Tehuantepec’ from. the Gulf coast to the
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D, D. ‘| which, however, is remarkably corrupt.
not enough of what leads the soul directPacific, and ‘trapsport loaded’ ships on
Beza’s critical work was likewise of no
ly to Christ. Not so ‘with his teaching:
great account.
Since that day, several
? & All communications designed for publication
platform cars, has already sécured special
letters
all
and
Editor,
the
to
addressed
be
hundreds of manuscripts have been dili- «Come unto me, all ye that labor and are privileges from the Mexican government,
should
be
should
&c.,
money,
of
on business, remittances
gently examined.
A crowd of witnesses heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”
while M. de Lesseps is busily engaged in
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N. H. have been interrogated, and have thrown
- This class is a very large one. With
a flood of light on the questions which all the joy and gladness of earth, there is raising sfock subscriptions to construct
criticism has to determine.
Textual crithis proposed canal across Panama, and
"HOW IT CAME TO US.
icism has beooms a science. J has Shaved many a heavy burden, deep grief, anxie- General Grant is the open champion of
Professor George P. Fisher, contributes in the
ty, disappointment, and bitter pining.
general
progress of
knowledge
the Nicaragua route. -By either route the
an interesting article to the February lg
in this branch is as far in ad- ‘One feels that his lot is. peculiarly hard,
distance
by water between New York and
the
tells
vance
of
the
state
of
knowledge
in
the
|
briefly
he
which
in
Scribner's,
"there is no sorrow like his. But if he San Francisco would be shortened 1500
sixteenth
century
as
the
astronomy
.and
story of how the New Testament came
knew the condition of others he would
There is not a copy of this | botany of to-day are beyond the condition|, ‘know that his care is not exceptional. miles, and between the mouth ef the
down to us.
in which they were two or three centuries
‘Mississippi and San Francisco 2300 miles.
sacred book extant of an earlier date than ago.
{
Flesh is heirto numerous ills, all have
The matter is likely to come before Conthe fourth century, and few copies are
their afflictions, apparent or hidden. gress at any time, where each Project
earlier than the tenth century. But the THE CHURCH AND ITS INOENTIVES. There is much happiness "in the world,
‘would ‘have its champions.
proofs are convincing that the book as we
. The church of God is that which repre- and also much pain.
was
it
as
same
the
essentially
have it is
Our consolation and help are not from ——PRESIDENT ELIOT says in his new resents his cause in the world. At one
when it left the hands of its authors.
Our beneficent Father port, that the recitation, considered as an
time, it was embraced in the Jewish na- earthly sources.
There are about sixteen hundred .man- tion, a people chosen and get apart. Toabove would give us the true lesson of opportunity of examining a-studerit to see
-uscripts of the New Testament,or pelts of day the church is a body of regenerate life—it is a discipline to teach us the
whether he has learned the lesson of the
"it, now knewn to exist, and they. "are “en and women, exercising ; faith in the evils of our fallen state, and lead our
day
and to give him a-mark of merit-or
copies of others that were in_circulation Lord Jesus Christ, and separated for his wayward hearts to the real source and
demerit, has well-nigh disappeared from
© inthe Roman Empire in the 13st quarter service. - They are his witnesses,and “la- fountain of good. It takes a great while
Harvard. It has become for the teacher
“of the second century. But these sixteen borers together with him.” The local to do this. Even Christians need many
an opportunity to give conversational in* Chundred. manuscripts are essentially in church differs'from the -church universal chastisements to subdue ‘and train them
struction by asking questions, addressed
agreemént with one another, ‘so that it chiefly in size and extent of influence. The
The either to an individual or to the class,
to implicit faith and obedience.
follows that the documents from Which x former iis to the community what the latter ' dealing may at the time seem severe ‘and
with a view to correct misapprehensions
they sprang, in various places, ‘and’ in'|¥ is to the.world at large. As a soldier incomprehensible ; but afterwards it is
and-to bring ent the main points of the
places distant from one another, must who would fight the enemy of his country often made plain, and we bless the rod,
subject clear of the details, by explaining
have had a like agreement. On this accomplishes hi8 purpose best by becom- we kiss the chastising hapd.
the author in hand, or by contravening,
point Prof. Fisher says:
Through trial and the blessed expe- reinforeing,
ing enrolled in a company of some paror illustrating. his stateHad any material difference existed in ticular regiment; -so can the Christian rience wrought by it,there is begotten the ments; for the student it has become. an
_ the copies of the Epistle to the Romans, best serve God and advance the cause of strong, unwavering trust. With what a
opportunity to ask questions, to receive,
for example, which the Christians of
full heart did David express this, ‘Oh either in a critical or in a docile spirit,
Egypt, and: Syria, and Rome, and Gaul the church universal by becoming’ conwhich thou
read toward the close of the second cen- nected with a loeal church of some de- Low great is thy goodness,
the explanations and opinions of the in
tary, that difference’ would inevitably nomination, which is, in reality, a com- hast laid up for them that fear thee; structor; to review the lesson or rehave perpetuated itself in the copies de- pany in a regiment of the great army of which thou hast wrought fot them that
examine the subject of the day; and to
_ rived from them, and would necessarily
the Lord of Hosts. The analogy between trust in ‘thee before the sons of men.” test occasionally his own power of transbe manifest in those now existing. We
the
Although
*
the carnal warfare and the spiritual is No less ‘the prophet:
are warranted in the eonclusion, then,
lating, of stating a proposition, a case, an
fig tree shall not blossom, neither shall
:
that the copies used at that date were here both striking and instructive.
argument, or a demonstration, of narrat_substantially coincident with each other.
“If 1 forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my. fruit be in the vines; the labor of the ol- ing a series of events, or of describing a
no
"By the same
method of argument, we aré right hand forget her cunning.” Such is ive shall fail, and the fields shall yield
authorized té conclude that the various
meat; the flock shall be eut offfrom the plant, an animal, a disease, a'building;a
documents 4rom which the manuseripts in the intense language with which the writer fold, and there shall be no herd in the ‘person, or an institution. More and more
use in the second century were transerib- of the one hundred and thirty-seventh
the best system of instruction seeks-to deI will rejoice in the Lord, I}.
ed had the same essential harmony. We Psalm expresses his love for the church. stalls: yet
develop the individuality of the pupil,and
are thus carried back fo the life-time of Less than a century
ago,
President will joy in the God of my salvation.”
not to stamp upon him some body else's
the author, and of those who were con- Dwight, in grand paraphrase, sang:
‘The heart thus brought to yield all
individuality.
versant with him and ‘with his producearthly delights, and find its joy and con“1 love thy church, O God.
tion. Mutilation or corruption of the origis
solationin God and spiritual things
Her walls before thee stand,
inal mahuseript, and of. the copies of it
——THEyY are pleasing pictures which: we
Dear as the apple of thine eye,
happy indeed. It does not despise or
first put in virtuladon, was prevented by
have of the domestic-and maternal life of
¥oF
And graven on thine hand.”
the presence of the writer and of those to
but is
undervalue natural blessings;
the Queen of Italy. A while ago she was
whom: his book was committed, and who
There are, to-day, hundreds and thou. grateful for them, and makes them @méans
described as she appeared in her sitting
were interested in preserving it unaltered.
"When,
however,
they
draw
.us
sands who sincerely and joyfully adopt hi% -of grace.
, No subsequent alteration could be made
room in Florence, reading St. Nicholas
in a manuscript from which later manu- language as theirs; and their love thus away from God, and become supreme in and Wide Awake with her children, and
scripts were transcribed without Dbetray- expressed, is neither blind nor unreason- our affections, then it is a mercy to have
now we are told that she went out shoping itself the moment the comparison ing.
their shallowness seen and the perversion
should be made’ with other representaThe words ¢‘ Purchased with His own exposed. Nearer to God, evén though by ping iin Rome for her Christmas presents,
tives of the original writing. It is obvious |
She was
the affliction like any other good mamma.
_ that the force of this argument is increas- blood,” were used by the Apostle Paul a cross. + Far better have
dressed plainly and ‘accompanied by the
salvato
leads
it
if
But this and the chastisement,
ed in proportion to the number of the with reference to the church.
manuscripts which survive, and the di- reference to the death of Christ brings to tion, than revel in the pleasures of sin | Marchese Villamarina and his wife. The
Queen was recognized more than ‘once,
-versity.of their local origin. In this par- | view-only the—erowninz-act-of the pur- -and-be lost forever
“but her incognita was respected. She had
ticular, the writings of ‘the New
Testa- | chase. A long chain of events had refer_be
‘must.
. The selfishness of our nature
ment are placed at a striking advantage
ence to it. President Edwards began his subdued, and love reign before we can four little boys to make happy this Christ"in comparison with the celebrated works
«story of Redemption” with the fall; be in communion with God and be fitted mas, her son and her three nephews, sons
of heathen antiquity.
while
the theologian of to-day aided by for our highest good here, and the bliss of the Duke d'Aosta. She took them all to
Tn these different: manuscripts, from
the
light
which modern science sheds,
of heaven. Itis vain to struggle with the the opera and put them in the front of the
which the New Testament as we have it,
dates its commencement long ages before.
The church has cost not simply the sacri-

has been made, there are upwardsof one
hundred thousand various readings, but

the differences
are trifling, and the great

majority of themt-<<hfrdly exceed in im- portance
.°
the omission to dot
an 7 or cross a ¢ in English chirography.”
But adequate textual criticism proves satJisfactorily that no doctrine

or precept.

of

Christianity has been excluded from the
text as we now have it. ** Only two pas-sages,” says Prof. Fisher, ‘‘of any con_siderable length

lack

adequate

verifica-

tion.” One of these is the last twelve
werses of Mark, and the other includes
‘the passage (John 8: 1—11) whose au* stheaticity has lately been discussed in our
columns. Referring
to. this passage
Prof. Fisher believes that Dr. Plumptre
expresses ‘‘ the almost unanimous verdict
of scholars at present” when he says that
it ** is one of the most striking instances |
of an undoubted additionto the original
text of the gospel narrative.
It

re

is an insertion which breaks the order of
the discourse.” That refers to the whole"

section (John 7: 53 to 8: 11), as to the
originof which Dr. Plumptre says: ‘‘ We
shall find reason to believe that it belongs
to the Apostolic age, and preserves to us
the record of an incident in the life of our
_ Lord, but that it has not come to us. from
the pen of St. John.”
There is almost no evidence that the

ha

TE

|

in

de-

enjoying their delight.

and

NOTES.

evils that

the New

themselves rich in material of which a
good interest could be built up, by which
God would be glorified and souls saved.
There, men of culture would be appreci- R}

York

Observer does not expect to ;see remedied:
they are “ the use of narcotics, long speeches
in public meetings, und njudisions giving to
beggars.”

ated, men of piety would

hand, and

heart

beats

in

“unison

With

heart. Sweet communions there are and
blessed fellowship!
There
are large
fields inviting the ready hands of

willing

laborers.. Each one can fill a larger place
init. There are ‘ waste places” which

varngus readings, such as they

the water, of

eternal

‘life.

This

ery

of,

tion we conceive to be one of home

mis-

sionary enterprise and home missionary giving, and any plan for bringing
together the pastorless - churches and
churchless, pastors that has not’ a pretty
well filled treasury, at the back of it
would be ineffectual and practically inoperative.

Manifestly

the

assistance

which such a plan could render to. minis-

funding,” hit the nail on the head.

More

Yogus.

Germany the sum of $650,000,000, and by
those of France $80,000,000, of Great Britain

"Maine.

had

keep

the saloon, and so compels

been

honors

his

father

is

said

written by

accommodated in any one church, and meetings are held :in all the churches. Already

The

about 40 persons

Such a son more truly

by

disobedience

than

would have done by obeying him.
It

to

the father to

close up his place while attending court.
case actually occurred.

converted,

lished at Leyden, and
~ Stephens’s text,is the
#00 the Continent. |
Huss, Theodore Be,

fully

have

been reclaimed and.

one-half of whom

are con-

nected with the F. B.'society and Sabbath-

he

school.

that

some sixty original letters,

Robert

Raikes spetween the years

North Shapleigh church is enjoying a revival. Meetings are held" every evening, and
both wanderers and sinners are turning to
God.
A correspbndent from Biddeford, of Jan. 17,

1790'and 1797 to a dissenting minister named
Llewellyn, were unexpectedly brought to light

iu the latter part of 1880.

:

A good revival interest is being enjoyed by
the Saco church. . Union meetings have been
held every week day ever since Jan.3d.
On
Sabbath evenings the crowd is too large to be

It is an encouraging sign when a lad of sixdrawn upon a jury, refuses to leave school

J. W. B.

Eastern.

$750,000,000 and of the United States $720,000,000. What horrible figures l—making a grand
total of: $2,700,000,000.
teen, whose father, a saloon-keeper,

~*

o

They - are’ said to

writes i$ Yesterday; Jur
Ju M. Dlifgin, preached

‘bear unmistakable evidences-of genuineness.
Almost all the letters contain some reference

to Raikes’ Sunday-school work. . They are now | dime
in the possession of a gentleman in England,
who it is expected will publish them shortly
with connecting and explanatory notes.

venerable brother,
for us:
Although

‘has made its mark on the outward

man.

‘yet from his preaching, earnestness and zeal
shown in the prayer-meeting, we should judge

the inward man had

been ¢ renewed

day by -

day.
At the close of the morning service, a
similar to many that we receive: * The c¢ol- unanimous vote was taken to extend a call
to Rev. F. E. Davison to become our pastor.
umns headed * Ministers and Churches’ are
probably more generally read than any other. Christ is with us, wanderers are coming home,
anxious ones inquiring for the truth, and some
portion ‘of your paper.
It is gratifying and
of the -Uéir Sabbath-school children have
inspiring to learn what is being done by; the
various agencies of our denomination.
It was sought and found the Saviour.”
this feature in another form that so greatly en- —The Bangor church bas not been quite asleep

The following note from a Correspondent

is

deared the Star to its readers in former years.”
We cordially invite such items of news as our
correspondent refers to, but it will ba readily
agreed, we think, that the more of them we

get, the more

we

must

be permitted

to con-

dense 80 as to afford space for such variety of
contents as every well made-up paper should
contain.
Rev. A. J. Gordon, D. D., chairman .of the
committee having in charge the Monday Lect.
ures, explains in the Roston Traveller that it
was originally expected
that Dr.
Howard

Crosby would

speak

on some

subject

of*‘ a

theological ‘or scientific nature;” and adds
“‘that he chose’to come before us in the character of a belated reformer, advocating views
that belong to the dark ages of the temperance
reform, was his own responsibility.”
The
Congregationalist says *‘ it is certainly great-

during ‘the centennial year. In the spring the
Sunday-school entered upon the work of repairing by calcimining and repainting thelarge vestry and one small one, at an expense’

of $80:
From this, other work was undertaken,.and the house was re-roofed, repainted,

frescoed,’ &c., and the Young

People’s

Band

put in 90 yards of new carpet.
On. Sunday the
16th inst., after much patient toil by the more
noble women, the congregation again occupied
the now beautiful auditorium,
- with grateful

hearts and

appropriate services,

e cost of

this work has been upwards of $500, making a
total ‘of nearly $600 for repairs this year.
Within the same time over $30 worth of books

have been added to the Sunday-school

library.

and all has been paid, or is-provided for, with-"
out incurring any additional society
debt,
though it has not been without great sacrifice

and liberality on the part of some, who
ly te be‘regretted that Dr. Crosby's influence
‘tbat a centennial offering must be made.
here should have been such sé to quiet the
:
New Hampshire.
consciences of those who are inclined to drink,

while knowing at the same time that they
doing a wrong

|

are

and dangérous' thing.”

That there is “ a dearth

of revivals”

Rev,

Dr. Cuyler regards as “‘a fact beyond dispute.”
He also feels quite sure, as he states in the Independent, that a majority of the members who
have been received
inta
our
Evangelical
churches during the last forty years have been
converted in seasons of revival.
The conclusion is easily reached that this dearth * has
left the great Evangelical bodies of the land also
at u stand-still as to numbers.”
The remedy

should sot be overlooked.

| mockery.

We need

Machinery is hug |

the Holy

Ghost.

We

need mora of Christ in our souls and our daily
lives.
When we have Him, the revival has

begun.

This

terrible

* dearth’

will end to-

morrow, if God’s people only do their duty.”

id
¢

“
$

i
Bazar
Scribner’s Monthly

“.
i

5.30
5.30

Memoir of G. T. Day
Open or Close Compunivn

, 2.50
2.25

Ede

lar salary the pastor, Bro.

Ward, has received

donations during
ing to about.$59.
Rev. Geo. W.

of

the past few weeks amount:
Pierce,

Gilmanton

Iron

Works, received adonation of about $25 worth
Jan, 17.
~Phe-churches
of Dover are at present enjoy.
ing a very precious revival interest,
During
the week of prayer union services were held,
and these were
very evidently blessed with
the especial presence of the Holy Spirit, The

continued

by

the

Washington

St. and Charles 8t. churehes in their own vestries.
Already quite a number have expressed
a desire to become Christians, and. some have
found the Savidur.
We are praying that the
interest may increase until very many are
saved.
s
Rev. B. I. Jefferson, of Vermont, is to- become pastor of the New Market church.
- New

York.

A few friendsof the

Rev. A.

and wife, of Lindon, Cattaraugus

sented them with a purse of $10

P.

Q.

on

Markham

M., pre-

the anni-

versary of their marriage......The Wirt &
Bolivar F. B. church, Cattaraugus Q. M., are
in want of a pastor.
They are somewhat
scattered, but with a large and beautiful house’
of worship.
Some one can do. them good. ‘Many young people apparently might be gilhered.
Any one desiring such a field can address Benjamin Worth, Wirt, Alleghany Co.,

N.Y.

Rev.M.

W.

Spencer

recently visited

the church and spoke to them two evenings.
Four of the'evangelical churches of Oneonta
Village, including the ¥. Baptist, have been

holding. meetings: for twe weeks, ufternoons
and evenings, Rev. 4, Deering preaching each
evening.

conversion,
The

week

Some thirty or more have

The work is still going
of prayer

was

observed

professed

°

ONuec...
by

our

church at West Oneonta with fair attendance,
and now the mieelings are being protracted “by
Bro. Deering; * who has closed his labors at
Oneonta V illage? The meeting starts off quite
encouragingly....The pastor at W. Oneonta,
Rev.
T. A. Stevens, in consequence: of ill
health hus reluctantly resigned his pastorate to

take effect March 31st,which will close a labori-

ne

© The Needs of Vermont.
_ There are many who have

The church at E. Rochester is enjoying a
large degree of prosperity at the present time.
Gospel meetings have been held recently with
very good results. Souls have been newly
born into the kingdom, the whole church imbued with deep spirituality, and the pastor's
heart is encouraged.
In addition to his regu-

work is being

As bearing on Rev. Dr. Cuyler’s statements,
repeated above, we refer to an article lately
written by Rev: E. N. Packard, pastor of the
Congregational church at Dorchester, Mass.,
in which he states that in more than two hune
dred of the five hundred and twenty-six Congregational churches in the State, having an
-aggregate membership of more than twenty

felt

a reasonable

excuse for asking about the F..§. interests

; and not vwalt to op ree ‘one already

TF

ous and successful pastorate of four years.
May God bless and direct both pastor and people in their separation.
. Pennsylvania.

Since Jast report, Rev. B. H. Fish has received four more members—two by experience
und twa by baptism-—into the church at Bellevernon.

t these was

a convert from Ro-

man Catbolicism and another was formerly a
strict moralist. “The.week of prayer wag observed with a good degree of interest. .
Vermont.

Rev. J. W. Burgin acknowledges Christmas
presents and a donation amounting to $95.35.
‘The pastor of the Newport Center church

we

requests that all the ministers of the Wheelock
Q. M. attend its coming session, prepared to
remain until its close and to put forth a com-

bined and vigorous effort to render the session

one of marked spiritual life attended with the
power of salvation,
:
wal
West Virginia.
“Rev, N. C. Brackett writes that: the yovival
at Harper's Ferry began Sunday night, Jan.
9, when a young man asked to be prayed

since

shich, two or SE

°

for;

hee

It may be that a. systematic plan of dividend- paying securities, and so secure nished? - At present the Huntington Q.' M. ly, and dete is an wbsence of the excitement bi
keeping the denomination well-informed strong influence in its favor at onde. The is inlréat need of ministerigl help. There that results in noise’ and confusion,
Bol
oh
zevir edition, pab-- ye aré no more strangers and foreigners, asto the wants of these shepherdless bill should stand on its Ieritgyand not be is a great destitution in this respect, and
Nebraska, JA
founded. partly on but fellow-citizens with the saints, and of flocks and as % the men available for condemned simply’becayse a
Democratic prospects of a greater. Who will _look
The "Rev. J." I. Porter, of Barri begin. N:
received text usually
Between 1519 and the household of God.” The feast pre- | such places, would stimulate liberality House passes it. The elinte has. -yet. to this way? Hereg-are rural districts, high, 8, is’ at present supplying the pulpit of the
chureh at Salem.
if they could be cultivated, would’ the
the pupil of Calvin, pared is rich and Noplages, and the towards the Home Mission. «enterprise 80 deal with it.

iy edition of ‘Stephens, published
“1550 became in England the standard

received text, The

and

Winisters and Churches.

our for intoxicating drinks by the people of

in.Vt. This Y.M. has furnished the denomcome by the most natural means, This need comes not-simply to the professing ters, and churches in finding suitable con- than half the members who have voted
for. this bill, it is probable, have done sg in ination a good many. ‘ministers: Bast and
has greatly simplified the work of the Christian, but also to many a youilg man nections, would in the great majority of full understanding that it will-prove a dead
West, some of them of ‘no inean repute
New Revision Committee, whose work or woman whose will~has never yielded cases need to be supplemented by pecun- letter ; that the bonds offered will never and, occupying positions of significance to
£has co nated largely in making correc- to the will of God, and whose heart has iary aid, without which recommendations be sold, and that the debt which becomes
the interest of our Zion.
While so many
tions of the Greek text. Only a superficial ‘not become the abode of the Divine and advice would be of comparatively redeemable, this year will ot be, refund- have gone out to other Y. M.'s there has
ed.
Itis
extremely
probable
that
they
' knowledge of the manner in which the’ Spirit.
Week after week, the are right in every Jeapeck ;save one. The not been a corresponding return from
Master calls many puch to a small account.
©ld manuseri
were copied would satis- large ser¥ice.
intelligence is published to our readers,
:
lust section of the bill will take effect in them; hence the sad result—many destiAy one that
errors'in the Greek text
Happy are we, if upon ‘looking within that this poor, struggling church, ot that anycase. The banks which do not see fit tute churchés and oveyworked. ministers
"could easily exist. The following extract ourselves we discover our love for the new neighborhood wherethere is no church’ to buy a bond which the public refuses to with small returns. It is a well-known fact
take will be-unable to increase their ciy- that many of our Vt. churches are in the
from Prof. Fishet’s article will suggest cliurch to be strong, ‘deep,
earnest; but a nucleus for one in a few staunch culation in any other way, after the bi
rural districts. The large centers and
‘the reasons why they were perpetuated thrice happy are we, if we find this love Free Baptist families, 1 destitute of the passes. It may
prove extremely efficavi
wealthy portions of the State are uninthe English translations :
increasing in intensity from year to year, means of grace and offers a splendid cious, therefore, in causing a contraction
fed by F. B's. We have no large
of
the
bank
circulation,
even
if
it
proves
opening
for
some
zealoiis,
self-sacrificing
for
this
would
indicate
that
the
sources
"One of the most celebrated of the early
nor large salaries to invite mig:
‘utterly
impotent
for
any
other
purpose.
churches
«editors of the Greek Testament is Robert from which it springs are enduring. . The minister of the “gospel who will come and
sters to, but we have large flelds of uge-"
‘Stephens, who enjoyed tha patronage
of church of God, how blessed is it! The till the soil, waiting for his reward in the
It is not 80 ‘cleat that it will: be im.
fulness,
a Jarge place for some strong man
Francis 1. of France, but afterw
befruits his labor shall bring. At the same possible to float such a bond as this bill
came a Protestant and went to
Geneva. lifé of faith, hope and love which qualifies
of God with noble desires and sanctified
i ‘There his fourth edition was issued. ‘It| one for membership in it is the onty true time, many a man 18, ready’ to go, but ‘no provides for. Its practical “eftect wouldwll ambition to billd tor thémselvesa church
- Begottenby the Spirit of God, i

6

prized

‘Come over and help us.”

Collectors of statistics on the "liquor traflic
affirm that in the year 1879, there was paid

——

‘Tue New York Zribune 10 not believe in the bill recently passed in the
House, which provides for refunding a
portion of the public debt in a loan bearing 3 per cent. interest:
” The member of Cengress who moved
to make the title ‘* An act to prevent re-

be.

men of ‘push would find ample room to exProf. Geo. E. Fostél’ is’ preparing for the
ercise themselves. Do not our colleges
press a campaign pamphlet on temperance “and theological schools send out such men
work in Canada, answering objections to the
who will come among us and help us? Let
Scott or license Act, The Signal states that
young men, men of talent and culture,
the document will be valuable to workers evmen of power and usefulness, look on the
erywhere, as it will contain much information
gospel fields of Vt., especidlly the western
concerning prohibitory
legislation and the
part, and heed
the
Macedonian
cry,
practical results.’

Benominational Hetos,

need to be built up; and millions are
hungering for the bread. and thirsting for

have-

a way

The way of the wicked is

behind

There are three

fice of the Son of God, but great indeed dark and troubled, with no hope beyond.
from
Zhe
has: béen the human effort which has been, The gospel has its labors and burdens, ——HERE is a paragraph
Waichman which will bear to be thought
during the centuries, expended in its be- bat with a consciousness of right and
half. Indeed, the love of the individual "peace, we welcome the task, grow strong- about by those who have only a kind of
sentimental notion concerning the bounds
for the church is measured largely by er as we ascend, with light and - hope
two thousand, there was not a single addition
of church fellowship :
:
made during the year 1879. The retufns for
beyond.
what he has done for it.
We receive a newspaper report of ‘a 4880 show but a slight improvement. It is
Itis a privilege to witness the triumph
This love for the church becomes ensermon preached by the pastor of a Bap- wellto know facts. Very many of our own
A Christian
veteran,
hanced in view of its character, work and of the, believer.
fist church, in which he is represented as church@s ure almost as badly off as that. May
needs. The Word of God abounds in ex- after years.of intense suffering, and no | questioning the
right ¢* to pronounce him these statements inspire every member with
of relief here,
exclaimed, a heretic who, believing in the divinity of new energy and devotion, and so help to impressions suggestive of the purity and ex- prospect
cellence of believers. They are ¢ the “ Though he slfy me, yet will I trust in Christ, the necessity of atonement, and prove the condition that is so much to be detemple of God,” and * lively stones” from him.” This. was the last word on the lips the authoritative character of revelation, plored.
N
substitutes aythority of moral truth only
which “a spiritual house”
is built. of the sainted Hutchins—** trust.” Happy for theory of enary inspiration, and ia.}:
Though it has faults, the church far sur- those who resign all that would separate,
the largeness of his confidence in God
passes in purity any human organization. and with a steadfast heart you fully to ventures to hope that one dying out of
Christ may have an opportunity of repentthe Saviour.
The world indirectly acknowledges the
ance in another world. . ‘Who has the au-BahanSob
4
4
justice of the claims made in behalf of the
thority to pronounce such a man a heretic,
The Star and Other Publications.
-—
exalted character of the church, whenever
WHAT OAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?
and withdraw church fellowship from
For
the ‘convenience of our patrons we will,
it criticises the failings of church members.
The communication which appears on him?” We deny that a church can give
Acquaintance with the church leads us. to an inside page on the subject, ‘‘ Prayer fellowship to a professed minister of the send the
"Star and Wide Awake, 1 Yoarffor #. 55
gospel who denies the plenary inspiration
say that in it dwell our bosom friends for laborers,” suggests
the question of the Scriptures and encourages’ men’ to
¢
, Babyland
2.35
-and spiritual kindred. It is God's chosen whether there is not some defect in Free trust in a ‘‘ larger hope” .for- salvation
4
Little Folks’ Reader
2.55
instrumentality for saving the world and Baptist organization that is in part the than the Scriptures promise, and still be
“*
Purdy Fruit Recorder *
2.60
*
Harper’s Magazine
“
5.30
us as individuals. Blessed place is it in cause of so many pastorless churches and itself entitled to recognition as an Evange4
“
Weekly
®
530
which to work!
Hand is joined with unemployed ministers.
The real ques- lical chur ch.

Scriptures have heen willfully corrupted
by any of the early transcribers. The
are,

eternal laws, and fashion

spite of them.

box in a row, sitting herself
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ee +++ The young

\

th

nt lent

;

Me-Yu,, va +

od
Mass.

.

D

erine 1.—Queen Elizabeth—Victoria—Mrs.
y Mrs. H. 0. Ward, author of “Sensible Etiquette”—Upon the
Etiquette of Common Life—Table Manners—Dress Toilet—Con=duct in Public Places—Presents—Introductions—Letters—Notes—
Duties of Visitors—Dutics of Guests—etc., etc. Ten articles.
Emanuel
By Prof. Luigi Monti—Personal Recollections of Victor
and of Garibaldi—Incidents Illustrating the Duties of Consular
.
e.
By Carlyle Petersilea—The Music Student Abroad—HIis encour=
agements, his difficulties, his social relations and moral dangers.
By Mary Clemmer—Reminiscences of Public Life in Washington.

0

(Mendenhall, Richfield; Mich.

2 Siagle tenspoonfi of

secured o the patient b

dragged some—distanee, on theditl _inst., hut
* escaped with slight injuries. He acknowledg-

es Christmas

d,

:

in

form

nutritious

and

Liver Oil can be Mo

Cod

and

a sleigh

from

Hewes was. thrown

J. P.

, bland,

most mil

labor profitable to churches or pastor?....Rev.

h

:

& HAMLIN

154 Tremont
£t., BOSTON;

;

Authors, Cooper, Willis and Ialleck.—Illustrated.
Aw Of 7
By James Parton—Women who have led society—Josephine—Cath~
John Adams, etc.

L D Boyton, Mantua, Ohio,
Mrs S K Vining, Stones Prairie, Ill.

2;

MASON

Articles--lllustrated.

Me.

Married

CIRCULARS and PRICE LISTS free,

Prof. Richard A. Proctor—Upon “Old and Young Worlds"—
The Dog Star, and Its Companions—Comets—The *“Immnensity of
;
Space,” etc., cte.—lilustrated.
By E. P. Whipple—DPersonal Recollections of Prescott, the Historian—Rufus Choate, and Charles Kingsley.—Illustrated.
By James T, Ticlds—Sketches of a Famous Group ot American

ban

PRICE

EIGHTY STYLES of Organs are regularly made
by the MASON & ILAMLIN CO, from the BABY
CABINET ORGAN at $22; to large CONCERT OFRGANS at $900, and upwards. The great majority are
at $100to $200 each. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

By

“EJ Doyle, Capac, Mich.
Jonas Jones. Memphis, Mich.

coughs, &c., as a safeguard

|

.

i

sd

LS

he

|

Valuable

Walter ilildreth, Malone, N. Y.

M S Hall,

Recreations.

CASH

ON RECEIPT AND TRIALIT DOES NOT SATISFY THE
PURCHASER, IT MAY DI RETURNED AND THE MONEY
‘WILL BE REFUNDED.
©
ERA

battle-tield

the

met on

Lie has

Generals

and

Rev William Walker, Scottsburg, N. Y.

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
‘ment, three miles frem the church, where he
Bro. J. J. | - Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
hopes to organize u branch..«s..
miles | York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
Hull is cultivating his two fields, 25divided
| consump jon, scrofula and general debility. The
Query—Is such
apart, as best he can

d
t-

Games

nev E W Porter, Lowell, Mass.
“ W A Nealey, Adamsville, R. I.

cases of ‘sudden
ways in the house;-and use.in
against consumption
and other dangerous diseases. Dr. Baxter's
very Prosperous | nrandrake Bitters, taken according to direcdtl’
additions in the tions, saves large expense in doctor’s bills.
i
—
outside appoint-

six have1d found Christ
church:
ay
yo
seeking him.
The Nekimi church is in a
condition, having had many
Jast year. The pastor bas an

European

WARRANTED.

on receipt of which it will be shipped asdirected.

and in other exigencies of military and political life.
papers
Frank Buckland, the eminent-English naturalist, will give
upon his personal ¥x periences in the study of animal life :
By
The Perils of a Diver’s Life, or wrecking ‘under the sea.
John Osborne.
:
.
x
Among the Boomerang Folk, and life in the Australian Bush.

\

John S. Bailey, Kings Mills, Me.

al-

‘WILL BE FULLY

\

Statesmen dnd

|

them the HIGHEST
DISTINCTIONS
at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S INDUSTRIAL EX.
HIBITIONS for THIRTELN YEARS, EVERY OXE

Archibald

J C Myers, Fairbank, Iowa.
;
Rev J D Waldron, Amesbury, Mass.

Jas Jones, Frankiort, Til.
W C Whitcher, Stoneham,

J. T. Trowbridge,
Marie B. Williams,
Rose Terry’Cooke,
Julia Eastman,
Mary A. Denison,
Ruth Chesterfield,
A. 11. Leonowess.

will give sketches of Royal Tersonages, and of

Forbes

CAB-

Cabinet Organs their great reputation and won for -~

Popular Sketches.

qr

& HAMLIN

parts, of Hymn Tuncs, Anthems, Songs, and Popular
Sacred and Sccular Music generally. It retains to a

By Prof. D. A. Sargent.
H ow to Make a Gymnasium,
. By Henry Chadwick.
Lacrosse, Base Ball, Cricket, cte.,
nents
.
By G. B. Bartlett.
pit oliday Household Entertat
ny

R Parks, Dickenson Center, N. Y.
D I Quint, West Charleston, Vi.
Geo W Gray, Madison, N. H.

& Johnson's
Jast Covenant meeting (Jan. 8); and by vote of | right. Don't bé without Henry
near at hand to
the church, Rev. Thomas Lake was licensed | Arnica and Oll Liniment
Keep good fences—
apply in case of accident.
° to improve his gift, as preacher, for one year.
line fences; it promotes good feelings

It

This novel style of the MASON

INET ORGANS (ready this month) has sufficient
‘compass and capacity forthe performance, with full

wonderful extent, for an instrument so small, the
extraordinary excellence, both asfopower and quality
of tone, which has given the MASON & HAMLIN

=

MAIL.

Warren, Gilford,

Length, 30 inches; height, 231n. ; depth, 14in. .

Stories

Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Louise Chandler Moulton,!
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, |
Harriet Prescott Spofford,|
Charlotte Mary Yonge,
Rebecca Harding Davis,
Frances M. Peard,
| Sarah Winter Kellogg,
Olly ¢ ‘Thorne,

«PD 8 Fowler, Broken Straw, N.-Y.
« AE Wilson, North Seriba, N. Y.

J Wilson

Hundred

Mar ion 1Iarland,
Saxe H olm,
H. II. Jackson,
Susan Coolidge,
John Habhberton,

Raisne

Dea Robert Wells, #'t. Jackson,

Eng
©. Lovejoy, Methodist) at Prairie Center, and. | to coughs and-colds.
be
horses
your
let
Don't
piryERS,
these meetings are still continued.....TWO 1 p00
were added by letter to the Inlet church atthe | g¢qnqing much at the tavern, door; it don’t look

b=

More than Two

“0 L Cooper, Cincinnatus, N. Y.

‘subject

are

be called:the Elixir of Life to all who

CU.

BABY CABINET ORGAN-NEW
STYLE 109
THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES, in BLACK
. WALNUT CASE, decorated with GOLD BRONZE.

;

By Regular Contributors and by new writers, among whom are:

M

W J Twort, Raymond, Me.
Mrs C Hosner, Romeo, Mich.

Rev, | pento be without White's Elixir. - It might truly

aud

Grove,

(in connection with

An Illustrated Serial Story.
A Story of School-Life.
Taleg for the Fireside.
Tales of Florida.

Spofford,
Moulton,

correspondent of the London
Forbes, the famous wi
Daily News, will give pegsonal intidents and adventures in‘camp
4
;
and on the battle-ficld.
C. A. Stephens—A Serial Story of Adventure,—Illustrated.
W.T , Sprague—A Scrial Story ef Frontier Life,~Illustrated.
Travels and Adventures, in various countries, by U. S. Consuls.

W H Smith, Greenville, Mich.
Rev T H Drake, Harrisburz, Pa.

:

:

Stories.

AnTllustrated Serial Story.

Archibald

Rev 3 D Bates, Marion, O.

* | dose of White's Elixir; one or two doses always
fli
the Tigstings a! stops the cough and the child sleeps well. Noth-

held meetings at Four-Mile

8

H

. '

Travel and Adventure.

Libby—M H
Mann—

Serial
.

Harriet Beecher Stowe,

¢ O Pitts, Deerfield, N.
H.
T A Jones, Cambridge, Kans.
W U Edwards, Cottage, N. Y.

When children begin to cough at night, I give a

church

B.

F.

&

‘the Cedar church, which resulted in 10 ad be [id i880 wearing on small children as incessant
° | coughing during tbe night, as my children always
.
tions to the membership.
if by any means I hapDuring g the week of P prayer, Rev. M. bB. Felt | do, when they have colds,2
by 45

~~

24

A Mother Writes:

st. Two converts

ier

w
have already united
«ess: Bro. Soter has closed

he
of

7

i

i

ol

!

d

Harriet Prescott
Louise Chandler

Rev W IE Edgar, Central City, Neb.

Cherry

NTH

Rev. J. C. Gilliland of the FB.-chyreh;¥nd'| suniption, and all Throat and, Lung Complaints.
37
a bottle.
Rev. Mr. House, of theM. E. church, are hold-'| ents apd $1

|

|

‘J C Bartlett, Orchard, Iowa.

‘always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

g

:

Hlustrated
."
Ww illiam Black
J. T. Trowbridge, *

Forwarded.
BY

Hp

4

o

or

F

Books

ever
professed faith in Christ, and hus organized a Liver Cure, the purest and best remedy
2
:

v

|.

|’

' Vose—Mrs SK Vinin, —M D Wilcox—dJ H Walrath
§ Wilson—9 J White—L
S
—W T Warcup—A
Wepmorihy
P Wornwood—s
Wyman—L
G Willis—W Walker—J W Warren—A
Weller—
M Wade—Mrs S West—J D Waldron—W C Whitcher--O W Young—Miss M Card.
¥

be avoided by using Wainer’s Safe Kidney and

having

10

success, some

meeting with good

yh

Frost—

Moody—J

Rogers—Mrs

can

troubles

these

All

a revival | €F than consumption.

is holding

Bro. 'W.

North,

farther

*

P

F

Reed—S H Remick—W

:

=

in Sanalac Co., and gone to Ontario on u visit,

*

S

“Spooner—A M Stmoulon—J A Sm
H
B Sanborn—3 Sawy
the —W Smith—H
Stavley—Mrs E Smith—J B Shearer—
held
be
opening sermon at jext sessioa—to
TH Stacy—A Smith—B F Sawyer—L L Sturgis— |
with the Tuscarora {N. Y.) church, K bh. 25— | P Smith—Mrs E Savage—S kK Stone—F H Tattle—
Clerk.
WpLLs,
A.V.
E’A Tyler—C Todd—J K Tomlinson—W Timms—M
27.

:

pwede
Michigan.

sults,

11
e

y”

Randall—Mrs

en
Yo: privilege to do.
Jd, with
ais
ucting
_re-{— Rev. 8. Butler was appointedto preach
ith—good
avenue chureh;- Springtiel

———

-

Malaby—B'S

Racklif—G S Rickqr—R Robertson

eXtra meetings — with Clifton | not making that progress it is their duty and

BTW

acting

h

A Ford—C

Companion

bright, yet judicious;
instructive, yet never dull; and by the variety, excellence,
and comprehensiveness of its reading, it endeavors to inter
It will give during the year 1881,
est all classes of readers.

G W Machews—L
Malvern—D D
McKoon—B D
iles—Mrs GW OsNewell-W A Nealey—A D
gopd_i] F Parker—O Pitts—R B Peters—R Parks
N Parsons—C F Peoney—L Phillips—E W
Porter—N G Palmer—W A Paine—J L Pope—Mrs
R Pntoaam—N E Paine—~G H Pierce—Mrs P Parker
8 F Page—L L Page—O D Patch—A F_Phinne
—J M Pease—G J Pettegrew—D, Pierce—0 ¥
Pierson—S Peet—D I Quint—J Quinoy—Mrs
M

delegates. The ordinaty Wusiness of Conference was performed by the delegates present.

With
meeting
sing
is
Lord
meeting
Hulse is conducting a protracted

;
.

Ll

ye

i

W Fo som—Mrs

The

Aims to be practical, yet entertaining;

Lane—C Lawton—Mus C B Livby—P Motlton—C
0
B Mills—S F Mathews—J C Myers—A L Morey—
A B Mowry—W A Myera—Mrs J A McKensie—,

is conducting a series | TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its Dec. term with
ch
the churches
church.
church. AA part of f the
Adrian
The | thethe Adrian
¢ hurch.
¥by letter, and were represented by
Rev. Bro.y1® :

. Whittaker
H.W!
Rev.
: 4. with
of MeEnZsY
W Bethe Broadway
Bo

P.
=

Crowell-N
|—E
H I Crosw
Cotton—R Coole

ney—M E Kimball—-H A Kenyon—R

Clerk.

L. D. Arwoob,

:

,

Cates*R H

Currier—Mrs

G W Fifield—H M Ford—R A’ Fisher—E Flood—E
C Glines—G A Gordon—S E Goodwin—G A Green
—H Gilman—T Graham—W H Gitford—H Granville—A Given—B F-Haley—O 8 Hasty—R
L
Howard—A H Hathaway—J F Heath— Mrs G Hubpard—Mrs C Hosner—C D Haselion—M Hutches
—J Howe—W
Hildreth—J D Hubbard—Wm HarHarrington—Mrs
A Hill-D W
on—R i HI Higgins—.
inkley—
Ho edon
ins—J W Hinkley—G
BH 0;
M endo r800— ih C Hodge Wm Hollisi Jr—Mrs
Vics
8S M Hall—L J Jones—T A Jones—J ‘W Johnston
—8 8 James—L Jordon—A G James—A D Jones—
J A Jones—C M Kaowles—S W Keaney—J M Ken.

of

series

a

holding

F

Cutts—J Coffin—E Crowell—-E
M Clark—J
—8 H Clarke—W H Coffi
Choat—Mrs 8 Cleveland—J Cook—E Currier—R
Davis—L A Dayis-C E
Doty—K R Davis—H
Dealand—E J Doyle—C W Dealtry—A Duesler—
An Ri rh L~Edgeton—A J
E E Dyer—W U

with the pastor of

the Hopkinton church are

much revived,

The church has been

baptism.

-y

Bates—J 3 Bailey—A J bird

—Mrs O Clark—Mrs B.A

address by Prof. Dunn.

for | Dickinson, in connection

stand as candidates

baptized and others

e

L

D

Bradish—A Beal—S J Burge—
—C E Bean—Mrs
Batchelder—S
S Browne—A
LD Boyington—IL
well-W . Burgess—M BurSurg
5A
B
Coughenor
ling me—N Brooks—A G Brande—A.

:
Next session with the Osseo church.
fajthfal worker by the death-of Sister Rara
J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk.
©
Aumiller. Many of the churches observed the
:
:
;
z
ost heshire
of prayer.
week
LAWRENCE Q. M.—H8Id its last session with
h
church, Jan. 7-9. A good
The Second Kyger..ghureh, i Che the | the Hopkinton
degree of interest was manifest during the sesGallia Co., has lately had a: reviva
and Parks, of
labors of Rev. W. J. Fulton. Some have been | gion, Elders White, of Burk,

'

o

Letters meceived.

D Allen—W 8S Alger—J Adams—IJ C Ayer & Co
—W Andrew—H Auderson—R E Anderson--Mrs

con-

vival in most of the churches. In several,
Io
Grande college ii
have been, or are beingmay held,
special meetings that
is VEry g00d.
prospect
wasn
rethe next Register
and it is hoped
The revival at the Huntington ¢hurch under
5
churches of this
the
to
accessions
larger
port
|
continstill
Hartsook
Wm.
Rev.
the labors of
issued,
were bap- 0. M. than appear in the one just
Sabbath, y Jan. 16.,3ssix more
d added to the “The preaching was by Bros. Clark, Harringues.
Saturday evDe | ton, Holt, Dunn and” Walrath. Ladies’
tized by Rev. J. Sherritt, and a
Mission
ws pocupied by the
. church, Bro.I. isa licensed minister, hese ening
in which
programme;
excellent
The
ociety.
others...,1lhe
by
of the husconverts
{ism
5
participated, was comseveral of the children
lost a very earnest. and

¢:

i

Money

i

PS

»
y:g:

° W.'H.SwmrtH, Clerk.

+

014g,

stilt in
Tuterest—

church.

adas

John Sherritt

Rev.

by

Rey. A. H. Morrell, soliciting agent for Storer
College, authorized to receive funds for the Insti tution and the Freedmen’s Mission in the Shenandoah Valley. Ne. 87 Dexter 8t., Providence, R. L.

was

sinners

Jan, 9, two

salvation.

seek

induced to
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which

The

church. ;

and a few
members were quickened,

1.

Lake,

Next session with the Crystal church, March

of
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week

spent the
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the

with

prayer

*

Hartsook

Wm.

Fev.
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represented by letter - and delegate, asking
mission to the Q. M.
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GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest
Prices reSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
duced 33 per cent. National Pub. Co, Phila. Pa.
Ht
LY
s

registered

;

letter and at our risk and expense.

writing to this office, persons Will . please
designate thei» STATE, as well as. town, anc

give both the cfd and new address when they
.
order a change tn the direction, of their paper.
| The Star goes to Qrese Tuésday morning,

for insertion

andegeommunications

‘here on 0 aturday

Address

, r

previous,

Rev.

bh

ought to be

I. D. STEWART,
* DOVER, N. |

§
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Portrp,

*1in his own family, confined him to a ta-

ble and ripped him up as though he had
been a senseless object.

© OUR ANGELS.

suffering

creature groaned and howled in his agony; and just before dying raised his head
and licked the hand of his savage tor-

BY MRS. M. J. DOLBER.
Faith, Hope and

The

Love, our sweet angel band,

mentor.

Guide, anchor and shield in dangerous hour;
‘Walking with thee the way brighter grows;
Onward we press till, the journey o'er,
Qur weary feet rest on the bright shore.

i Ii. Lempster, N. H.
—

tt

r———

-

GATHERING
THE FRAGMENTS.
Not
many
idle
moments come into the
Home at last on the “ beautiful shore,”
ifeof a busy mother,—at least, that was
Hope drops the anchor, and Faith clearly pees
what Mrs. Ray thought on a Saturday,
Zion, blest Zion, * abiding in peace,”
when she hurried from one duty to anoth‘Unveiled and bright, her glorious brow,
‘Wearing the crown and diadem, now.
er that remained to fill up the record of
HE
A
a
the week.
. But with her daughter Si, life did
SNOW-BLOOM.
not.
hang so heavy. She liked to be use:
‘Where does the snow go,
ful whén she felt inclined, ‘(but that was
_8o whiteon the ground?
Under May’s azure,
not always,) and when “the inclination
No flake can be found.
was wanting, she liked much better to
Look into the lily
| play. As with the butterflies in summer,
Some sweet summer hour;
it was her delight to hie here and there,
There blooms the snow
seeking
the brightest pleasures and selIn the heart of the flower.
dom settling anywhere.
‘Where does the love go,
Mrs. Ray loved to see her little girl
Frozen to grief ?
happy,
but it often made her sighto think
_. Along the heart’s fibres,
of how little there was to show that was
~ Itcold thrill is brief.

substantial as the weeks passed on.

The snow-fall of sorrow
Turns not to dry dust;
..... Its lives in white blossoms:
«
Of patience and trust.
— From Lucy Larcom’s “ Wild Rose.”

=

;

OUR SHIPS AT SEA,
How many of us have ships dt sea,
Freighted with wishes and ‘hopes and fears,
Tossing about on the waves, while we.

I suppose my little readers will think
this was a funny kind of a mothe r who
did not want her daughter to play and
“be happy. But there you are mistaken.
Nor would you need to be told so if you
could have heard the gentle ity and
seen the sweet smile that welcomed the

little

ten-year-old

girl

. bounding into the room that was receiv- |
ing the last touches that would make it
And sighing, will ever our ships come in?
orderly.
¢* Oh! mother the skating is lovely; i
‘We sent them away with laughter and song,
The decks were white and the sails were new, may I go out for a while ?”
Who-told you, Susy?”

along; *

The sea was calm and the skies were blae,
And wethought as we watched them sail away
Of the joy they would bring us some future
day.

Long have we watched beside the shore
To catch the gleam of a coming sail,
But we only hear the breakers’ roar
:
Or the sweeping night-wind’s dismal wail,
Till our cheeks grow pale and our eyes grow
dim,
And we sadly sigh, will they ever come in?

Oh! poor, sad heart with its burden of cares,
Its aims defeated, its worthless life
That Las garnered only the thorns and the
tares,
That is seared and torn in the pitful strife,
Afar on the heavenly, golden shore
Thy ships are anchored forever more.

_—Florence Grover in Christian

Union.

BY GEORGE B. GRIFFITH. *

The connection of animals with the
affairs of mankind has been a remarkable
one,
A young officer belonging to Sheridan’s
brigade during our late war, was

marches

when

.The wolves set up a frightened how! and
scattered, but as the popping stopped, they

rushed on again.

This time Erick had

in

one

they had

Susy was so much

excited that she could not stand .still a
~~
minute.
:
‘I wonder if your duties are all’ attended to,” said Mrs. Ray quietly.
*¢ Well—no, mother,” was Susy’s | re-

candle

I had heard it, but had never tried it.
I did not think much abdut it; but I remember that I was right then and there
proposed and elected as a member of that
musical club.— Harper's Monthly for January.
:

balls

that they kept on. Erick let fly another
bunch of fire-crackers, and then sent off

by and by.”
¢“ When?”

two or three fiery serpents—the sort

‘“ When I come home.”
Oh,»

that

run wriggling and fizzling around, nobodyknows
where. One of them shot
right against the big bushy tail ofa wolf,
and set “the hair on fire, and he began to
chase his blazing tail around and around
in a circle, howling as he had never done
before. When the other wolves saw this,
they" wer# worse scared than the man had

oh

x

“Can’t I go, mother
““ Can you be quiet long enough fay me
to speak a few words?”

“Yes, ma'am.”
¢¢ I think, my ‘child, “that you are old
enough to be gathering up the frag-

been, and turned and legged it back

into

the woods faster than they had come.

And when Erick got home, and his
wife saw how white and scared he looked,

bits, or, as I mean now, little moments of’

she asked him what in the world he had

time.

been doing.
*¢ Oh,” he said, “I've been

A day is made of hours, but hours

are made of minutes and seconds. At
the longest, life is short in which to do
all of God’s will.”
X
Susy interrupted her mother with a
question that she thought was unanswer-

of another so they wont be ‘cold before
LEY
morning, I"reckon!”
And then he told them what a narrow
escape he had made; and they were all
80 glad that they didn’t think of the fireworks they wouldn't have the next night.
But one fat-faced little boy, who thought

dust the piano, or brush the stairs?”
will

that

celebrating

New Year's with a pack of wolves; and I
‘warmed the stomach of one and -the tail

able:
¢¢ Do you think, mother, that it is
God's will that I should make my bed,
¢¢ Certainly, it is God’s

was in trouble after supper. We call it
tipsy, just as you do. ¢ What a shame!”
said my uncle. ‘¢Ole, do you take the
part and play it.”

back

fiery

you

a good deal of his dinner, finally said :
‘“ An’ did og save 'e goose P”

sad-

“Yes,” said the father, catching up

little chub and kissing him, ‘and
another.” *

the

you're

- Navy, author of * A Vision
Fairy Land
and Other Poems.” Boston: Lee & Shep-

That night the first violin

at them. Onered ball went right into
the leader's mouth, and it was the hoftest
mouthful he ever had—so0 hot that he rolled over and doubled up, and howled like
a mad dog. But the rest had got so crazy

luctant reply; “but I_ will see to them

it of dallying here and there when a duty
dle and stretch himself upon the turf, his ieto be performed, losing the moments
horse meanwhile browsing in the imme- or fragments of time. Play is to be en‘diate vicinity. He had sfept for some little joyed with your whole heart; but when
time, when he was ‘su
ly awakened the timeto work comes, work with a
by afrantic pawing of /his horse at his will, as if you wanted to
wo it, and you
side. Fatigued by his long ride, he did will doit well and quickly. You will renot rise at once, but lay in that partially member that after our Saviour had fed
conscious siate which so frequently at- the five thousand with the loaves and
~-tends great physical prostration. Soon, fishes, that he told his disciples to ¢ gathhowever, the faithful animal perceiving er up the fragments that nothing be lost.’
that his efforts had failed to accomplish This is the way, my daughter, that I
their object, licked his face, and placing want you te be careful of the moments,

v

Roman

thought hard.

for a meal out of the man and the deer

driven back the enemy, and ‘had been in do ‘what thy hand findeth to do’—that is,
the saddle for several consecutive days whatever is your duty.
I think may little
and nights. This trooper availed himself girl has taken to herself a very bad habof a temporary haltto slip from the

a

lighted, and he shot the

Seni

‘ What does’that mean ?" asked Susy.
‘¢ Fragments, my darling, aze-the little

~ WHAT ANIMALS HAVE DONE.

of those forced

bangity-bang—five, ten, twenty at a time.

ments.”

Family Cixcle.
{

‘All of the girls.”

Fiterary Bebieto,

article is * Hans Christian Andersen,” by Leo-’
OLE BULL'S FIRST PERFORMANCE.
pold ‘Katscher. James
Mascarene Hubbard:
My uncle was a ‘publisher, and had a
has an article upon ‘Fiction and Public:
.into the, quantity of sheet music,—quartettes and
woods, and was thinking what fine time he soon. He played the violoneello, and he GRACE AND GLORY,. Serinons for ‘the Life | Libraries,” which could well be read by all
now is and that which is to come.” By who have anythipg to do with the selection of
would have with his boys the next night, bought me my first violin.
It was a | that
books for these institutions. The new volume *
A. J. Gordon, Pastor of the Clarendon Street
he heard a sound behind him. It was lemon-colored violin, - and so sour,—so
of Tennyson’s poems is reviewed by George
church, Boston.
Boston: Howard Gannett.
12mo. pp. 355. (21.50)
way off, but kept coming nearer. It was sour! I played for the cats, and absoBarnett Smith; and the number is brought to a *
something between a bark; and a roar,
This volume contains twenty’ Sermons on close with an able article upon “Our Mercanlutely drove them away from their food.
gnd a cry; and as he harkened he: knew Iam sure that the cats
got ill over the following topics: “Grace and Glory”; tile Marine” by ‘John Codman, which is a
t was wolves —a whole pack of them, "Fiorillo’s studies. They kept clear of a “Human Nature Uplifted by the Divine”; sharp and tranchant handling of a most perplexing problem in American politics.—New
chasing him. He was three or four miles little summer-house where I used.to play. ‘Faith ‘and Fruitfulness”; * Spiritual Near- York:
A. 8. Barnes & Co.
sightedness” ; ** Jesus Christ at Home"; *“ Why
from home, and he had no gun.
He When I was eight years old, I played the Lifted Up?" “Prophecy at ttie Tomb of Christ”;
whipped up his reindeer, but didn’t need first violin in quartette of Pleyel’s. When “ The Repulsions of Christianity”; * The Two.
The contents of Appleton’s Journal for
todo this, for the deer had heard the I was nine years, I used to ‘play with fold Ministry of Christ” ; The Sighs of Jesus”;
February are as follows: ‘“ The Veterans of
¢“
Our
True
Yoke-Fellow”;
“
The
Sign
of
the
howling, and was as much scared as the some very good amateurs, and when my
Son of Man”; “ The Living Dead and the Dead ‘Yesterday ” ‘in Three Parts (Part Second),
driver, and lie ran as fast as a race horse.
piece with them did not come early in the Living”; “For Mine Own Sake”; * Love from the French of Erckmann-Chatrian;
“But the wolves kept gaining, and Erick ‘evening they used to put me asleep in a ‘Abounding through Knowledge”;
=“ The * Rambles among Books ” (I), Country Books;
saw thdt they would catch him before he "violoncello case, and wake me up with a Obedience of Sons”; ‘ The Two Advocates”; ‘ Parliamentary Anecdotes ”; * Buddhists and
could get near “home. He knew they red apple. In Bergen there was a garri- “ Christ Calming the Hear! ”; “ The Virgin's Buddhism in Burmah,” by Shway Yoe; The
Irish Land Question,” by T. E. C. Leslie;
Lamp”; ¢* The Peace
of God. »
were awfully hungry, and there were so son, and there was a band of wind instru“They are not sermohs that were gotten up * Shakespeare’s Truducers”, ¢ A Ladys ‘Wanmany of them that théy were bold, and ments. “And do you know thata clarion- wholly in the study. They are full of fine «derings in Japan”; “ Music,” bythe
Rev. H.
would pull him right out of the sleigh ette quacks to-day—at least, to me—just thoughts that have come from contact with R. Haweis; “ A Deadly Feud,” a Sketch, from
and tear him to pieces. What ito do he | as it did then! I used ‘to slumber away daily life and from a deep Christian experience, tbe German of Rudolph Lindau; “Decorative
didn’t know, till he happened to think of in the ‘cello case, because the amateurs They will bring helpful messages to the afflict- Decorations,” by Grant Allen; ** Romances of
ed, the. doubting, the seeker after truth, the
his fireworks. . Quick asa flash He lifted would play two quartettes before supper. | Christian man of business, and to every sincere Ancient Egypt” ; *‘ The Photophone” ; « A
Strange Story”; * Love in Dreams,” a Poem,
the cover of the seat, and pulled out the It happened occasionally that, from eating reader. ‘They are not doctriniél or controver- by John Addington Symonds.
Editor's Table =
bundle. The wolves were now so close too much supper, the players were trou- sial, but are full of that which is more esgen- | Alleged Decline in the Handicrafts~Reoent
that he could see their red eyes shining bled,—yes, troubled.- One evening, my tial than doctrine, the spirit and words of 16ve,|" Art in Bookbinding—Americsn Wood-En-.
which our Lord said compasses all the comclose behind, and hear >on
pant and uncle said,‘ Come, let us play a quurtette mandments, It is an éxcellent book for the graving—The American Physical Type. Notes
for Readers.—New York: D. Appleton & Co.
of Beethoyen’s.”
Some one remarked,
growl as they ran.
home, and inthe bands of a good reader may
e
—
~ He tore open a puck of fire-crackers, oe Beethoven is so difficult.” +‘ But we .serve the church that is temporarily pastorless.
The January number of The Gospel in All
and lighted all the stems at once by the ‘must;”" said ‘my uncle. The quartettes It is neatly printed and bound, and easily ranks
Lands brings reports from nearly all the misfire in his pipe, and just as they were were bound together in one book. They with the best books of its class.
sion fields, and has papers on a variety of mist
min
ready to pop, threw them back with all used to let me play the.Cramer and
sionary topics. The publisher announces that
his might. They fell rightin the middle Haydn. XThoy were easy. But the POEMS OF MANY YEARS AND MANY PLACES. during the year he will give illustrated papers
By
William Gibson,
Commander U.
8. on the history and present condition ef misof the wolves and" went off—bang-bang- Beethovenl—ah ! in those days he was

started toward home. ~~ :
After he'd got' a mile or so

as she came

Linger and wait on the shore for years,
Gazing afar through the distance dim

The fragrant breezes bore them

wolf-robes over him, lighted his pipe and

ard.

about

the

year

1780,

traveling millwright, foot-sore, a

ton & Watt, and

asked

for

have inspired his Muse in many cases,as in
the narrative poem ** Castellamare,” Sibylla
Cumana,” “ The Bells of Florence,” * Persephed in its title, for many of its most readable
poems are those that” have
been suggested
while looking upon some . historical city, like
Genou, or Pisa, or upon some scene like * The
Domes of St. Mark” and “ Holy Week in Rome.”
The poem on the * Cumberland” is full of
patriotic as well as poetic. fire, ‘while those on

a

“ Mt. Vernon,”

was turning

other

away

of Boul-

shop,

when,

sorrowfully,

His
as

he
.

ye have

THE
BIBLE STUDENT'S
CYCLOPEDIA;
or,
Aids to Biblical Research.
A Book for
Clergymen, Sabbutl-school
Teachers, and
ali Lovers of the Bible.
By A. C. Morrow.

on

Wis an Introduction by ov. J. M. Buckley,
D. D.

“Timmer, me mon? Let's look at ite
Where did ye get it?"
«T just made'it, sir, me ain sel.”
‘How did you make it?”
‘I just turned.it in the lathie.”

‘lllustrations
and Maps.

. N.Tibbals & Sons.
This is a book

12mo.

of

New

York:

pp. 853. ($1.50)
and

answers,

designed to fit the student to pass an

questions

examina-

tion in what is common and self-evident as
well as curious and in a measure concealed in

the Satred Book.

‘ But it’s oval, mon, and the lathe turns

It proceeds on the ground

tbat he who does not understand the Bible
things round.”
| does not understand human history,
apd he
‘“ Aweel!
I just gar’d the lathie gang’ who knows nothing but the Bible cau not fully
anither gate, to please me. I'd a long understand hat. So the book aims to convey a
journey afore me; and I thocht to have a practical understanding of the Bible, and of its

relation to life temporal

hat to keep out water, and I hadna muckle
siller to spare, and I made me one.”

By his inborn mechanism, the man

had

wrote the Pentateuch?”

invented an oval lathe, ‘and made his hat;

gare?’

and the hat made his: fortune. Boolion
was not the man to lose so valuable a

the Bible#’

afterfamous

ice under Boulton & Waitt, and in 1784

The vast catacombs by which a large
portion of the city of Paris is undermined
were only known by popular tradition
until the year 1774, when some alarming
accidents aroused the attention of the
government. The old quarries were then

mude the first vehicle impelled by steant
in England, and with the very hands and
brain cunning that had before produced a
*‘timmer hat.” —N. ¥. Post.

eternal.

A

few

of

Catholics

of

America, the Chinese, the Oriental Churches,
the Japanese; the Jews, the Races of India, the

Mohammedans, and the Malays. The Awerican
Indians is the subject of the illustrated paper
in the January number. —New
R. Smith.

Y ork:

Eugene

The Fourth Quarterly Report of the Kansas
State Board of Agriculture for 1880 is a
pamphlet of 134 pages, containing statistics relative"yg
live stock of the State, the production
of butter and cheese, number of acres in farms,
meteorological data and quarterly report upon
the condition of crops snd farm animals,
Its
special feature is that portion of the volume
dévoted to « Breeding, Raising and Management of Horses in Kansas.”
The Report may
be obtained by closing two three-cent stamps
to the Secretary, J. K. Hudson, Topeka,
Kansas,
Le

‘ Where are the Chinese All

Ehinde a

The

;

National

has

Temperance

just

Society

published

a

(New

pamphlet

of

‘twenty-three pages by G. T. Stewart, Esq., of
Ohio, treating of Moral Suasion with Moral

Action the Bible

Plan

NOTES.

?

An exchange remarks, that it wou)d seem
that the living Charles Dickens does not set
very high value on tokens of esteem from his
deceased futher, for in a London shop window
is a copy of *‘ The Chimes,” on the fly-leaf of
which is written in the unmistakable handwriting of the novelist: “To Charles Dickens,

Jr. .from

his

affectionate

Dickens, September
We

are

father,

Charles

§, 1858.”

weary of

the

press is “ superseding

®

canting cry

that the

the pulpit,” as if there

were vital rivalry, enmity, antagonism between them. The printing-press isa divine

invention.

True, the devil

has. borrowed

it,

and set up an office of his own across the way
for the printing of his own works; the niore
reason, therefore, why the proper activities of
the press should be stimulated and encouraged.

The press and the pulpit are natural allies.

If

men,it will of course take the lead,and it ought

There are about 180 p

passages.

York)

_

* What is the Vul- | the former be truer to truth and manlier to

questions, and then follow the angwers, with a
large numberof tables, and much \practical information, that will contributeto 4 readier understanding of the spiritual import of many

William

OATACOMBS OF PARIS.

and

questions taken at random will show its style:
“ What is the meaning of the Bible?” * Who

Murdock, the originator of locomotives
and of lighting by gas, took suit and serv-

oo-B >

Catholics

LITERARY

¢ It’s just timmer, sir.”

help; and so the

Roman

Europe, the Africans, the Roman

Boulton.

suddenly called him back.

“What kihd of a hat's
your head, me mon?"

© Bermuda,” * St. Francis of

Assissi,” ¢ May,” * The Death of Wallenstein”
suggest the variety of contents in the volume. It
shows how one may separate himself from his
nominal profession and the scenes that might
most forcibly impress him, for there is hardly a
bloody verse in the book.
There Are many
stirring and delightful passages in it.

aspect was little better than one“ of beggary ; and Boulton had bidden him Godspeed to some

sionary work among the

one.” A characteristic of the volume is convey-

with

work.

:

he may think of the sword, evidently does not
despise the pen. Classic scenes and personages

the broadest Northern Doric aceéént, stopped at Scho, the engine factory

pp. 166. (81.50)

We have here a son of . Mars who, whatever

THE WOODEN HAT.
Somewhere

18mo.

of Prohibition.

It

to. Ifthe pulpit be left behind in the work it is
doing in the world, it will
Literary World.

be its own fault.—
; Het

At his worst Mr. Ruskin is a beiter writer
than most men, at his best he is incomparable.
He bas a Waxnifeent vocabulary, a perfect

and unerring sense of expression, a wénderful
instinct of rhythm.
He has much to ‘say, and
he knows so well how to say it that people are
apt to value his sayings even more for their
manner’s sake than for the sake of théir matter.

It is the common lot of most of those who deal

is an able presentation of the moral aspects of
A FAITHFUL ENGINEER.
prohibition;
and a powerful plea especially to in prose to bé either useful at the expense of
Not
long
since
an
engineer
named
suryeyed, and plans of them taken; and
beauty, or ornamental at the cost of serviceChristians to deal with the liquor traffic as
ableness.
With Mr. Ruskin it is otherwise.
slavery, piracy, murder, and other great crimes
his mouth close to his ear, uttered a loud so that when the King sends for you' to the result was the frightful discovery that James Osmond was running a pas-enger
To him the instrument of prose is lyre and ax,
express
train
through
from
Philadelphia
the
churches,
palaces,
and
most
of
the
are
dealt
with.
It
urges
with
great
force
that
snort.
Now
thoroughly
dwake,
he stand before his throne none of them
to Jersey City. It was one of the swiftest 'it is not moral suasion merely, but moral action, ix lamp and trowel, is a brush to paint with
southern part of Paris were undermined,
sprang up and as the horse turned for him will be lost.
Now, then, run up-stairs
trains
and heaviest, such as are intrusted that is wanted, aod that prohibition is moral and a sword to slay, in one. A great artist in
and
in
great
danger
of
sinking
intp
the
_ to mount, he saw for the first time, that and see to the duties first and the play
speech, he isa living. and working exemplificaaction.
“
pit below them. A special commission only to the most experienced engineers.
* his comrades had disappeared, and that will come afterwards.”
tion of the theory, which
holds that English
hn
prose is of no particular epothy bat thatin all
the enemy were coming dowa up6n “him | + +And so it did; the ice did not haw was appointed ; and, on the very day it As the train was going, a heavy connectThe North American Review for February its essentials, and allowing for- the influence of
ing rod of the driving-wheel on the right
met, a house in one of the streets sunk
at full gallop. Once mounted, the faith- | and Susy had a good time: °
is the literary phenomenon of the month, First
current fashions of speech, it is one and the
of
the
‘engine
broke,
and
one
end
ofit,
ninety-one
feet
below
the
level
of
its
fal beast bore him with the speed of the
we have an earnest and patriotic article by
Try, little friends, for one day, to use court-yurd.
same thing with Shakespeare and with AdThe pillars which had heen swinging upwards, struck the cab beneath Gen.
wind safely from the danger and soon
Grant, advocating the Nicaragua Canal
dison, with Bunyan and with Burke, with
the fragments of time, and see how left by the quarrymen, in their blind op- the engineer and shattered it to a thouplaced
him among
his companions.
pioject. The genial Autocrat of the Breakfast Browne and Bacon and with Carlyle and
- much you can do; and. perhaps you can erations, without any regularity, were sand pieces. The man fell senseless on
—
Atheneim.
“¢ Thus,” said the rooper, in narrating
Table, Oliver Wendell Holmes, follows with Sterne, The
teach older heads than yours how to in many places too weak for the enor- the engine. He was both burned and an essay entitled “The Pulpit and the
the beautiful incident with emotion, *‘the
Discussing
the
question of literary postion
save the moments.
Try to say
kind mous weight above, and in most places scalded. The pain quickly restored con-- Pew,” written in the best spirit of the
noble fellow saved me from captivity,
‘in America, the Literary
d seeks to
words, do sume kind deeds; save some
had themselves been undermined, or per- sciousness. The engine with its train “Christian philosopher, in which he en-- ‘allay current anxiety as to what We are to do ,
and perhaps from death.” It is well to
deavors
to
show
the
need
that
he
believes
tired mother a step here and there’; and
haps originally stood upon ground which was rushing forward with fearful velocity
for authors when Longfellow, Emerson, Whit“recall the fact that the protest of Balasm's
do not“forget that God “freasures every had previously been hollowed. Theaque- to certain destruction. Inside the lung to exist for a revision of the prevalent’ tier, Holmes and Lowell are gone. It intimates
ass prevented the commission of a great
theological creeds. Under the quaint title of
crime against heaven, and the cackling one of them in his book of remembrance. duct of Arcueil passed over this treacher- train of cars men were reading, sleeping, ‘“ Aaron's Rod in Politics,” Judge A. W. in the first place that Américan literature did
—
Observer.
®
ous ground : it had already suffered some talking, laughing. Inside the long train Tourgee emphasizes the obligation, imposed not die with Irving, Cooper and Poe, and
of geese saved Rome. When the armies of
as achieveSnail>
Ooo
gnan
shocks ; and, if the quarries had continued of cars women were playing with. their upou the Republican party by the Chicago further argues that in literature,
~ James II. and William were confronting
ment is seldom repealed, therefore fame is

a

A

one another , the noise made by a wren
picking up some crumbs from the top
"of adrum awbke the sleeping drummer
atid thus saved the army of William.

Scott tells us’ that the most

splendid

levent in the history of Scotland, viz., the

©

to be neglected, an actident must,
or later, have, happened to this

Once there was a man who lived in the
cold north country, where they have
eight or pine months of winter, and ride
in sledges drawn by reindeer or dogs.
They celebrate. their. Ney Year's day

The 8t. Bernard dog, named Barry,
during twelve years of serviced in the
mouutains, saved the lives of forty trav--

‘elers.

Gra,friar’s

Bobby

lay = upon

generally.

The faithful an-

imal clung to the boat, but was driven off
by his cruel master, until at length, dur-

ing his efforts, hve lost his own’ balinee
bil into the

stream.

. Did he dog !

celebrate

with,

at the tavern,

he

got

that

it

ready to start for

fire- crackers,

and

serpents

under the-seat of his sleigh,. along with |.
d the

filled the excavations with watgr.
pairs were forthwith cofnmenced

Reand

old quarries was devoted to receive

thb

boves of the dead. This

in

took piace

in

funeral

down

a

well; and

ments, palaces, and houses of Paris,

home. But his reindeer knew the way,
and he put his skyrockets and Roman
candles, and

have

gars,

the

rattling and echoing which they made in
their fall were as
{inpressive as.any sound
ever heard by human ears. Thus, the
limestone quarries that had supplied the
materials for building the superb monu-

was

The

en-

he crept

and

bunes were shot

to eat, and a ‘big fat goose
He hud so ‘many stories, to

from the

ply from the fountains of Paris,

were removed at night

and, some

The fireman jumped

gineer might have escaped as well; but

covered with a pall, and followed by
priests chanting the service of the dead.
When they reached the catacombs, the

to’ buy seme fireworks for

babies.

tender, and managed to escape.

course, which would have cut off its sup-

April, 1786.: ‘Lhe’ remains of thé dead.

Erick,

and bg lived on a farm about six miles
from
a village, through a very big and
dark forest.
r
* ‘One day, just before New Year's, he

the grave of his master nine years, and. went10 town
his unparalleled devotion has been perpet- his” boys, to
uated by a monument erected by the candy for ’em
Baroness Burdett Coutts.
for diuner.
A young man once rowed out into the hear and tell
middle of a river. with a dog and then dark before

threw him overboard.

Thib man’s name was

sooner
water-

promptly completed, and a portion df the

ascent of Bruce to the throne, was owing about as we
do Fourth of July,—with
top simple spider, and one.of the-greatest. fireworks and stooting and bell-ringingnaval victories of England-resulted fFom and bonfires, and a nuisance of a time

- the crowing of a cock.

Le Srey

OHASED BY WOLVES.

he-

alongside

of the

and

with his burned hands got hold of the
lever, reversed

the engine, and

thé ait-brakes.

He took upon himself all

the.. terrible

death which

applied

menaced

that

whole train, and, "daring it himself, thrust
its greedy, awtul shadow back from these
meu and mothers and little children.—

Christian Weekly.
+O)

ANNA'S TOE PALACE.
This was

done: . walls,

stair¢ases, roof,

ornaments, all were of ice.

No. cement

was used, for water poured
blocks of ice tok its place.

between the
The palace

< | high,
they contin {=

Pillars, i

a’ half feet long,
and

provision

for educating

illiterate voters.
James
Freeman Clarke
makes a viable contribution to the discussion

twenty

fret

Thais, aati ev:

seldom

duplicated.

makes his own

passes

Each

mark

away.

individunl

in his own

No

one

genius

place,

copies

it.

and

It

is

of the authorship of Shakespeare’s plays. The
‘grave evils that may result from: the partizan
character of the United States Supreme Court

not to be
that we

are pointed out by Senator John T. Morgan.
The sixth of Mr. Charnay’s papers on the

Their followers must strike out new paths” for

‘ Rujns of Central America” is devoted to a
description of the Pyramids of Comalecalco,
which must rank among the most stupendous
monuments ever erected by man.
Finally,

Walt Whitngan writesof¢ The Poetry of the
Future.” The Review 1s sold by booksellers
generally.—New York: The North American Review.

The winter of 1740 was" very severe.
Anna, Empress of Russia, ordered that an
ice palace should be built on the Nova.

came huge carnel houses, which they now
remain. Calculations” differ as’ to the], wag 7 fifty-two and
numberof
bupes collected mn the Gata seventeen feet broad,

‘combs, but it is certain that

engine

platform,of muking

|:

The February number of the International
Review opens

with an

article by one

of the

editors, Mr, John T. Morse Jr., upon ‘ John
Quincy Adu
Diary,” which throws light

upon a phase of the character of the somewhat
grim and austere Puritan statesman which
bus not heretofore received much astention,
and has, indeed, not
been thought to exist,
Robert H, Furkinson
whit. 8 upon “ Froude’s

Defense of Henry the Eighth, 7—an
poculiur and more

than ordinary.

article of
Interest tis

expected, it is not
should have new

Emersons,

Whittiers,

th-mselves.

Again,

arising around

to be desired,
Longfellows,

Lowells,

great

us which

we

Holmeses.

fumes

may

be

are too near

to

nieasure. . But for the generation which shall
come ufter, they may be looming up into the
proportions. which’ other figures wear to-day.
They have not yet assumed the historical

per-

spective ‘whose lines alone determine fame.
The World finally observes, however, that
we shull never know how much the civil war
decimated our literary ranks, and that perhaps
there must be an interregnum of mediocrity
until the youth

of to-day

have attained

capacity of to-morrow,
Ford, Howard
shortly issue

#

& Hulbert (New
novel,

question in botha

way.

their

¥
York) will

treating of

realistic

the Indian

sand a romantic

The title af the book is not yet announc-

ed, but the world
isa story of the early -impressions, expewdences,. and ides of a young
Indian chief, ‘em

odying many of the austoms,

u uges and legends of the red- Suet

desstip-

~

Rak

rand.
ig

aaa
ariive Agim
aes
gle
Oue of these cruel enthusiasts known
- a8 digsectors

3

of living

suimals,

beivg

blazers, and pop-bungers, or you'll cook |.
ma's fat goose before she. is ready for it Money

~buesides blowing me up before she has

is thé

fool's

wisdom, '

|
of things; largely,
ol rom them, with iis ‘of a pound Te reviews thewilvic of tariff exag ys, gran their own “notions
«of powder, ice balls were shot.” Stratge ‘and concludes thut * we have depirted. very+ in their own Wor ds, gives the reader virtually
far from the principles laid down by the u free access to their homes, papers, memen~
the |

knaye's reputation, the poor .man’s“de-

+ oncein need of a subject, actually” took a chance I" And he laughed as he put’ on sil€, the covetous man’s ambition, and
~ fhis own dog, which had been tor years his big beatskin Sout, and drew . hig. the iv) ol alli— Anon.»
+
i
ApEn 4

to say the cant
2,

¢ id not burst.

.

3

‘No tun is ts
as to be sure
his example ofin do no harm. — Clarendon,

fathers "of the repunli¢,

snd

by

moderate

toes,and wreusured ehirniy, and in the graphic

staté-men of both partiipgor the last gener,

guise of fiction makes known

tion.”

fucts, and depicts many characteristic
of theirs, not familiat to the public.

Thoms

*“M.

Zou

as a Critic ” 1s considered by-

Surgeaut
Pecry; Hoag
und
,

another literary

many significant
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.
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1" BY PRED MYRON COLBY.
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vI.
RICHARD HILDRETH.

cate of General Harrison, of whom he
wrote a biography. A series of controversial pamphlets relating to a long and

The second of our quarternion

or

historians, the worthy

of

cott, Bancroft ang

exciting theological discussion in Massu-

of great

chusetts, and the

companion of Pres-

born in 1807 jh the old

historic/town of Deerfield, Mass, not far

Bi

from the monument erected to commem-

;

writing

orate the massacre of Bloody Brook, and ‘British Guiana,

je

of 4 volume,

« Despotism in America,” ‘occupied his
attention after the conclusion of the exciting Harrison campaign.
.
In 1840 Hildreth removed to Demerara,

Motley, was Richard

He was

Hildreth.

Ds

adoption

of the system in New York and:several
other States. The winter of 1838 . Hil
dreth spent in Washington as the correspondent of the 4tlas, and the following
summer he returned to Boston to resume
editorial charge of that paper, as an advo-

was not much

STAR,

peared from Protestantism, but meanwhile

was put

forth

by

Matthew

Arnold

busily as ever. Two philosophical work
written during his sojourn there bear
testimony to his scholarship and his log-

2

dreth removed to Exeter, N. H.,

ot

and his “Theory of Politics” he attempted
to apply vigorously to ethical and political
science the same inductive method of inqui-

and in

of the

that pleasant town on the banks

Squamscot Richard Hildreth passed his

4

ry which has proved so successful in other

;
boyhood and his early youth.
acadPhillips
at
college
for
He fitted
emy, an institution whose light has been

0.

n

S-

“reflected through

ge

. Webster,

Cass,

as

quite

stars

Ad

Ban-

Everett,

Edward

tory of the United States,” in six volumes; the first of which was published

scores of other

croft, John P. Hale, and

at

sciences. These works place him among
the great social and political economists
of the world.
But Hildreth's great work is his ‘¢ His-

as

men

national

such

He entered

brilliant.

in 1849. He had projected this undertaking during his life at college, and many
years of study and thorough deliberation

Harvard at the age of sixteen ; and though

’

of

yet a boy, soon won praise

5,

ful student.

as a successmore

And he did something

and research were

than follow the prescribed course ; he read

6

given

to

the

work.

It is-a remarkable work in many respects.
The period covered extends from the set

From his earliest boyhood

extensively.

"

In his * Theory of Morals”

he was a great devourerof books, and at
~ college he gratified his taste by poring tlement of Americato the end of MonThe treatover books half of the night, His mid- roe’s first Presidential term.
night toils were not without their benefi- ment shows everywhere the presence of
.~.. . cial resultss - When he graduated in 1826, a master hand. It has nothing of Preshe was lamiliar with ancient and modern cott’s smoothness or Bancroft's rhetoric,
history, ethics and. political economy; | but every page shows terseness, lucidity,
and the whole body of Greek and Latin force, deep philosophical insight, and
authors in their original tongues.
This rare logic of reasoning. It is a work for

r
.

il
"
n
8,
n
8

>

vast mass of

4

erudition became of

after years.
:

use

Young Hildreth selected Taw as

s
I

the

a pro-

fession, and entered upon the study of
«Coke and Blackstone in the office of L.
W. Marston at Newburyport, Mass.
It

is something remarkable that so many of
our literary men should have first adopted
the legal profession.
We have already
noticed that Brown, Simms and Irving

»
"

the closet and the library rather than for

in

>
-

center

table

or

the

school-house.

Statesmen will valué it: more than the
collegian.: Bancreft’s more voluminous
and elaborate production covers entirely
different ground, and many years will
elapse before Hildreth's History can be
dispensed with.
Macaulay’s History of
England did not displace Hume's, and
Bancroft's History

of

the

United

States

B
:
8
A

only makes Hildreth’s the more necesnow adds his name to the list; and Mot- sary for the scholar. © As to which is the
greater work time alone will decide.
ley, Bryant and a dozen others, ‘stood atThe last volume of his history was
the bar before anything of theirs entered
written
in 1854... The same year he visia printing office.
Prescott and Longted
Japan,
the result of which was a hisfellow were designed for the law. Whattorical
work
entitled ** Japan. as -it Was
ever Hildreth’s tastes were he was a .proDuring the latter years of his
ficient law student. He remained three and Is.”
years with Marston, exhibiting a power life he was connected with the editorial
In 1861
of close and long continued application staff of the New York. Tribune.
that astonished all who knew him.
He Mr. Hildreth was appointed U. S.. Consul

y

was admitted to the Suffolk County

4

in 1830, and at once commenced the prac-

1

tice of law at Newburyport.

™

were

v
fr

>
:

y

|

But

3

1

-career

§
$
¢
:
r

eed

educated

for

Providence
for

the

the

had

bar.

Hildreth

marked

young

bar

another

lawyer; literary,

not legal eminence was what he was to
acquire. While still a studenthe had inaugurated his literary career by contributing a series of articlés to a magazine
just started in Boston by Mrs. Sarah J.

:

Hale.

t
}
J
:
:
l

When

Willis began

his

*‘ Boston

‘Magazine?
in 1828
young Hildreth
was.
one of the first contributors.
Subsequently he aided Joseph T. Buckiogham in his ‘ New England Magazine.” Unsuspectingly he was thus drifting toward his proper profession, the pur-

3
.
*

;
:
:

i

;

i.

;

E

;
.
|

together, to accept tha post of editor of
4

.

he Boston Atlas, aslaily

3

newspaper.

He

refained his convection with it during

:

several years,

and

it was

his influence

«more than anything else that gave it a
decided, pre-eminence among the _politi-

cal jorhals of New “England.

A series

-ot articles Against the annexation of
Texas, that he wrote for ‘that paper in

:

He died at Florence,

until his

Italy,

11th, 1865.

© --G>—-b-&

r

July

Hl

- . year and a half he resided on a plantatou vies he bad ample opportunity to
i;
uhm Jue and manners. It was
his

‘

our

highest

estate.

that a new theology is demanded. ’ Every
age furnishes a theology for itself. The
same,

but

One of the early fruits-of the evangeli-

cal movement was to bring forward the
question of the essential and non-esseatial in dogma.
Corresponding to this
movement was a movement in religious
a

leader

in

which

was

Schleiermacher, who declared that the
essential in religion is not knowledge,
but feeling—a consciousnesss of « God
emanating immediately from him.
The
feeling

of

dependence,

he

said,

which

anti-slavery

senti-

‘Toents began to develop themselves, and
this anti-slavery novel, « Archy Moore,”

fF

was the forerunner

unless
the
consciousness of truth
derived from feeling attends it, only as
dead knowledge.

In the neglect’ to

ognize the sanction which

rec-

truth. derives

from consciousness, is the origin of ration-

glism.

Rutionalism isan effort to reduce |

the whole essence’ of Christianity

to a

of scientific stateraent, denying all that cannot be put into a, logical statement or
"that class that have since appeared.
He system.
Rationalism is the dikorce of
wrote it at his plantation, and it was
pub- the head from the heart in theolody. The
‘lished in 1887. The book was republishe
d theology of the heart is that which looks
in England,and in.1852 an enlarged
Am- for the unity of all Christian believers. .

~erican

of ull the novels

edition appeared under the title
of

What is wanted at this time is.

a

wall

“The White Slave.” The work gives a dark
picture of the old regime at the South

to keep” out' the wolves, not ‘walls to
divide the sheep ; a platform of union and

Stowe’s

Calvinism have-had their sharpness worn

and was very popular until Mrs,

“Uncle Tom's Cabin,” a work of greater merit, displaced it in the public ming’

Meanwhile he was turning his legal

not of dissent.

The fine, knotty points of

off in the workingsof God's providence.

It is not a sign of decadence,
but of growth,
that these common grounds are sought.

The modern

theological
a

5

movement
had |

pa.

Against

t

se J TRUS

v

this

heen reactions.

and

to her

words.

of

FOUR

accompany

CENTS

PER.

the copy

LINE

of eight

MRS. PATIENCE PERRY, wife of Rev. Amos

the ¥. B. church. In 1835, she with her family

emigrated to Colebrook, O., and from thence
to Troy, Kansas, in 1868. Died Dec. 1, 1880,
ed eighty one years. The deceased possessed
I
mind, and during her husband’s active service in the ministry bore the trials and
hardships, through w ich they passed, with
patience and fortitude; seldom, if ever, yielding to despondency, ever cheerful and. doing
all in her power.to lift the burthen of family
cares from off his minduthat he might the more
effectually preach Jesus. They were blessed
with ten interesting chffiiren, four sons and
six daughters; one (a young mother) died several years ago. The gick, the poor and the unfortunate shared Sister Perry’s sympathies and
benevolence.
Her house was the pilgrim’s
home, and she never seemed more happy than
when administering to the wants of the servants of God.
She bore her long and painful
sickness
without
a murmur,
enly longing
“ to go home und be at rest.”
She traveled
life's journey with her
husband sixty-two
years. But our dear brother is left at this age
of eighty-five years, to make the remainder of
the journey alone.
May that gospel that he so
effectually preached to others sustain and comfort him in this hour of trial. He with his entire family have the condolence and prayers
of their numerous friends.

His

the
livfor
and
th

and

5

by

assisted
by

writer,

Rev. Bros. Reynolds and Hall,
SISTER
Horace

West Virginia,

January

4,

and

aged

has

been

worthy

of imitation, both

in the

§

x

r

ing with seourity to bill held-’

dogma,

on

the

forsake

there
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at Chagrin
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Clarke’s European
Cough: Remedy.—
This well-known medicine is still thebest remedy
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sale by
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One other
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Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenpg rt, West
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““ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
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behind, as is the case with most preparations, but *
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thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear* ing similar names. Be sure you get
|
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© was born June 21, 1801, in Russia,
1880.
Herkinder Co., N.Y. ; converted in 1825, ‘bap-

the
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there
have
of the most con- DEACON Jou WALTHRS, a man of blessed

low church in the point-of
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cious that mothers who have once used it
never
be wi thout it. Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
>
No phys-

Falls

church and the salvationtof souls, were char-

acteristios of this excellent mother
#in Israel.
Funeral services conducted
by Rev. W. P.
Neve 4

Wm.

40 Agts. Samples, 10c.
orthford, Ct.
:

t andis so
For Broken es.Breas
The Extract

the writer, also took part in the exercises.
.
. Bs MINARD.

40

church and before the world,
She Was a successful teacher in the Sabbath-school; acting,
also, as treasurer of the same.
She leaves be; hind a good name.
Wisdom, prudence, kindness, deep solicitude for the prosperity of the

Tie
me

Wh

”

'

years.
She; was one of the early members
of the first F. B. church of our mission South,
at Martinsburg, baptized by Rev. J. C. Carter,
April 5, 1868.
From that time until hier death
her bright sxumple of Christian faithfulness,

ready

;

CHROMOS, name in new type, 106.by mail;

It is the greatest known remedy : ra;

M1

wife of Dea.
Martinsburg,

1881,

Rev.

O God

funer-

J. MARINER.

FRANCES TOLEVER,
Tolever, , died in

hand

1y1

~ idly curing when other medicines have faile
t Pond’s Extract Medicated Paper for closet
_~use, isa preventive against Chafing and
3. Our
Ointment is of greatservice where the
of clothing is inconvenient.

of Bro.
Kenney’s
funeral, from P%. 71:18:
¢ Now also when I am old and gray headed,

his noble abilities consecrated to Christ, he
was
a power for great
good. His young and
vigorous manhood rapidly sank under disease
too powerful for it to resist. During his long
and painful i}iness, kind and timely aid was
rendered by certain social organizations.
He
leaves a devoted wife and two lovely little | boys, also aged parents and six brothers and
sisters,
all of whom are deep
mourners;
yet they
are
comforted, for they know
their
loss is bis gain. . The church
at
Lawrence will feel that #nother of her good
the

his

minister to the wants of the needy.
Truly, a
good man and full of the Holy Spirit has gone
|- to his reward.
As a family he has had 9 children, 35 grandchildren, 47 great-grandchildren
and one great-great-grandchild. - His companion, only three years his junior, survives him’
and retains her faculties in a remarkable degree. A very excellent sermon was preached

when all aglow with the fire of divine love and

al

Piles,

Island, N. S., Dec. 20, 1880. He was born not
far from the place of his death, Sept. 22, 1787,
and consequently had reached the advanced
age of 93 years and 3 months.
Ile was early
the subject of deep religious convictions, but
not until he was about 35 years of age did he
give himself publicly to Christ.
He was baptized by Rev. Asa McGray, of blessed memory,
and upited with the F. B. church._
Soon after,
such was his Christian integrity, te was chosen deacon, a position
he filled for many years
to the entire satisfaction of his brethren.
He
was wise in counsel, fervent in spirit and diligent in business.
His.car was ever open to

while neglecting duty backslid..
The father
afterward confessed to his son his own remissness and asked. his forgiveness; this had. an
awakening influence, and in the great revival
in Lawrence under the labors of Rey. Mr.
Chadduck, he was among the many young
men who received baptism and united with
the F. B. church in that city. As a business
man, he was capable, industrious and trusworthy.
He was in sentiment a I'ree Baptist.
Although
he loved his own people he was
ready to work for the Master wherever duty
called him.
He had a benevolent heart, and

by

Faceachg,

C. E. B.

and

Catalogue sent

'* VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cin

Eyes.

tions, its effect is simply wonderful.
H
Blind,
Bleeding, or

became a Christian soon after the removal, and
a worthy member of the M. E. church at
South New Berlin. In 1836, being located
among our people, he united with what has
‘since become the Holmesville F..B. church,
and has since been an honored member of that
society. He hus been among the most faithful
amidst the many trials of the church.
Hence
his death is to the tried flock, a severe-loss.
A
wife and three children survive him, whose bereavement is held in the sympathies of the
church and an extended circle of friends.
He
has gone to prove the truth of his almost
dying words,—** In my Fither’s house are

-™DrA. Jaws Kenney did on Cape Sable

His
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| Price of Pond's
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the cry of distress

Ch

is the only specie
ead-

It canbe used without the slightest feat
quickly allaying all indi
tion and
without pain.

New Berlin, Chenango Co., N. Y., in 1828, and ®
in that vicinity spent “the rest of his life, He

church.
After her marriage and removal to
Wayne she connected herself with’ the F. B.
church more than forty vears ago.
She loved
those who loved her Saviour, and in many
ways manifested her interest in,them, and especially in the welfare of her pastor and his
family, even after the infirmities occasioned by
sickness and age prevented her from meeting
with them for socialor public worship. She was
a good neighbor, a faithful friend, a kind mother, a consistent Christian,
She * rests from

attended

inflamed

1880. He
and with

months.

East

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Chure!
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FUL!

Jolutein case of accidents.
A dressing of
Ointment will aid in healing and prevent

BOATS,

SMITH A. DEXTER died Dec. 381,
was born in Connecticut in 1810,

RoYAL B. AMES, eldest son of the late
Elder Moses Ames, died in South Dover, Me.
Jan.7, aged 47 years. Bro. Ames professed
faith in Christ five years ago, was baptized by
the writer and joined the F¥. B. church at
South Dover, and was a worthy member until
the day of his death. He leaves a wife and
gon and other relatives to mourn their loss,
ir
dle Ts HOUSE,

© Quite early in life she nade
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ous cases,
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Jronerties of the Extract ; our Nasal Syrin
i
id
use in catarrhal affections, is simple

faith and confirm our hopes, and pray that his
mantle may fall on the ranks of the ministry,
that our cause may prosper notwithstanding
its founders have passed over the river.
COMMITTEE. .

the

Lh

5

in conne,

A.GIVEN,,

to

:

. For Man and Beast. -

He was for

wife was one of the original members of
Greenville church, and the only one now
ing. They lived together most beautifully
almost 57 years.
Two widowed daughters
their families mourn the loss of one of

removed

yor

I.,

year or two, his interest did not lessen.

his father’s family

D. R. BARTLETT,

years

R.

quarterly gatherings,we will try and let his
example quicken our zeal, strengthen our

Perry, was born at Cooperstown, N. Y., May
12, 1799; embraced religion when young, was
married August, 1818; removed to Canandaigua, N. Y., and with her husband united with

78

;

Whereas,in the providence of God, death
has again entered the Washington Q. M.: and
taken another one of our; fathers in the ministry, Rev. W. Stigney, who early came from
Vermont to Western Pa.; and by his earnest
Dreaching sinners were converted, churches
organized, and much of our past prosperity
was the result of his faithful labors. Therefore
Resolved, That. while we see his face and
hear his voice no more in our churches and

VERSES are inadmissible.

aged

the

kindest and most affectionate of fathers.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning. Star, it
rate

in

they all be ableto adopt the expression so often
usedby the departed: ‘ Goodness ind mercy
have followed me all the days of my life.”
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many years one of the deacons.
He was a simple-hearted, exemplary Christian. The church
will miss his interest and earnest prayers, for
though he had seldom attended church for a

movement
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years, and for several years,
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, : spicuous is that of the Anglo-Catholic
revival, which was led by J. H. Newman,
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Chis learned and acute thinker express:
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of ‘ly said that, as between high chureh ‘antl
ree bank
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Elizabeth,

worthy member until his death.
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Oct. 6, 1880, aged 77 years. The F. B. church
at Greenville was organized in Mars 1820.
Bro. P. joined in July of that year gnd was a

@bituaries.

1s but just that CASH should

called to

WiLLIAM POOKE died at Greenville,

fession of religion and united with the Baptist

The signs
of the time, he said, indicate

grandchildren

acceptably filled the office of deacon

Wort.
It isthe sure remedy for constipation,
and for all disorders of the kidneys and liver.
Try it in liquid or dry form. Equally efficient
in either form.— Sunday Boston Budget.

Dec. 27,1880,

of the Drew Theological Seminary, Jan.
17th, was on’the above-named subject.

and

writer was

No other

churchof his choice. He leaves a large number
of relatives to mourn their loss. His death was
that of a saint.
A. H. HANSCOM.

family to use that celebrated medicine, Kidney-
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for over forty

is the bane ‘of nearly every American woman.
From it usually arises those disorders that so
surely undermine their health and strength.
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The lecture of Rev. t. R. Crook, D. B®,

philosophy,
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Rheumatisit, Neuralgia.

ber 6, aged 76 years
and 10 months.
Bro. H. had been a faithful, earnest Christian

rest on the basis of a consciousness of the

Every woman owes it to

children

DEACON THOMAS

truths of the. redemption of our Saviour,
and are content to know only Jesus Christ
and him crucified.
Habitual

in

TO

REFLECTORS.

Gives the most powerful the

INFLAMMATION AND NEM.
ORRHAGES.
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PATENT

the best Light known 10 A
windows,

THE GREAT VEGETABLZ

pay the last tributes of respect to Dea. Walters
in the sermon.
J. C, STEELE,

In

Mrs. Foss was-bern-in-Minot; Me., now

"BOSTON MONDAY LECTURE.

remain the

nearly all of his

given to Christ.

Mrs. HARRIETT. Foss died in Wayié, Me.,

OLD AND NEW THEOLOGIES.

truthst of religion

come,to

worker

Of a nervous

our doctrines.
He adorned his profession
with a well ordered life and fodly conversa
tion’; so that he was
permitted to see all, or

pite of thes®
reactions the movement
towards a bread evangelical Christianity
will go on and will find its sanction in a
consensus. of all professing: Christians who’

A

is a general characteristic of all religions,
1837, did mucho stimulate the obstinate becomes in, Christianity a distinct and
resistance it encountered
in the free definite feeling of dependence on an
: States.
\
[infinite
Saviour." Knowledge of Chrisv
dogmas or of theological systems,
In 1834, Hildreth visited the South tian
for the benefit of his health. During a however sound that theology may be, considered purely as such, must be reckoned,

|

a

death.

that he helll

we

a constant

FRINK'S

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

temperament, but usually
hopeful-and ready
to help all worthy objects of charity, honest in
all his dealings, truthfulin all things, very charitable and unsectarian, yet a firm believer "in

that only as we get out of ourselves and
into the largeness of fellowship in Christ
0

Liberal in Bis sup:

revival and all Christian work.

their crystalbzation into creeds varies from
age to age. Sometimes the truths become, -her labors, and her works do follow por
so overlayed with theology that it needs
some great upheaval to liberate them
JAMES PALMER died in Hinesburgh, Vt.,
into free action, as in the time of the June
24, 1830, aged 81 years.
He was a beReformation. The religious revival that lieverin the Christian religion, but said but
suit which nature had adapted him ®for.
prevailed in Luther’s time was a heart- little in public. His last days were spent much
Doubtless he would have succeeded as burst as well as a brain-burst. Later in prayer and communion with God.
PHEBE, widow of James Palmer, died in
-a lawyer, for he bad a strong analytical there followeda period of scholastic dis- Hinesburgh,
Sept. 11, 1880, aged 75 years.
‘cussion
and
dissension,
and
a
tendency
She had long been a worthy member of the
.mind, great logical power, persistence of
was developed to put every autheritative
F. B. church in H.
possessed a generous
application and unwearied industry. opinion derivable from Scripture’into the spirit, and strong faithShewhich
was her comfort
These traits and habits would push a man form of a dogma, the aim being to dis- in life’s last hours. That their separation was
is the comfort of their children and
forward in whatever vocation he might tinctly denote the class of believers from short
friends; they meet beyond the river 4 parbne
the
werld
about
thém.
kn
Wesley
the
n
more
-embark. But it was easier for him to be
new theology found its fullest and most
“a great historian than it would have been. explicit statement.
CHARLES
B. EATON.
died
in
Auburn,
lle declared himMe.; Jah. 1st; uged 36 years. Bro. KE. was
+for him to become a great lawyer.
| self sick of opinions, and would
- empha- the
son of Rev. KE. G. Eaton, now of Lewiston.
His strong taste” for literature called size only the solid and substantial ele- He indulged
a hope in Christ at the age of 14
ments
of
religion,
which,
he
said,
consist
years;
his father did not wish to be too fast in
him more and more from his profession,
encouraging his baptism and the young son,
-and in July, 1832, he abandoned it al- in the work of grace and love to Christ.

:
da

at Trieste, a post

port of preaching, and

others. Essentially this is a gospel of
selfishness, The principle of culture is
independence, the principle of religion is
‘dependence.
The religion
of
culture

years previous to the birth of the future
historian. -His father was Rev. Hosea
Hildreth, a prominent Congregational divine of his day. In 1810 the elder Hil-

years, working

thing to be an abolitionist.

and

»
of
A
n,

ical ability.

one son and three daughters, who are happily
settled,
also grandchildren and
one great
grandchild
(child of Dr. Charles Walters,
of Attica, N. Y.)
Dea. W. was a supporter
of the Star for many years, an earnest supporter of our mission work, a strong and earnest opponentof slavery, when it cost some-

the evangelical movement hassteadily kept
on. The agnostic system was another reaction which carried those who accepted it
into the frozen poles of truth where there is
no life. If man were created only to study
the laws of nature he:;would have
been all
brain and no heart.
The heart and the
flesh cry out for the living God.
Another
reaction was in the gospel off ulture which

THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT.

XTRACT.

Russia was organized he was made Aeovon,
movement, he viewed In Sept., 1837, he removed to Ohio, and on
u 25, 1839, he was organized with the Rus- |
He emphasized accordit with contempt.
sia
F. W. B. church, now the Chagrin Walls
ingly the ancient dogmatic system, and church,
and was subsequently chosen deacon,
both in religion and politics carried con- which office he held until he went to his .reservatism to the extreme.
Many
have ward, after a long and painful illness.
He
appeared in the movement which he led, left his sorrowing amily, in triumphint hope
and not a few of these have also disap- of a glorious immortality: an aged consort,

where in an editorial:

in Guiana for three

and Indians just one hundred and. three

"POND’S

difference of ground, and as

capacity he became a prominent advocate | makes self the center: true religion finds
of free laber. He continued his residence its center in Jesus Christ, and recognizes

L

1
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for the evangelical

in full view of the ancient church, whose
famous bell was captured by the French
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The U. 8. Commissioner of Agriculture bas
leased 200 acres of land at Summerville, S. C.,

Pennsylvania Central.

The stock, both of the

present and of the new Western. Union, se far
as the control of the board is concerned, is in a
few bands, and the present board, even should
no new one be chosen’ until November, will

probably act in the interest of those who - con-

Gen. Ben Harrison from Indiana, Hon.

‘from Missouri, Hon. Henry

L.

the Wisconsin Republicans
Camden

by the Democrats

T. F.

and

Johnson

. one of the companies that he was clear from debt
* and had paid his dues. This system was really
_ a blackmailing arrangement, upon which the

Six Companies thrived, as the companies had
a contract with the Pacific Mail and Occidental
steamship companies preventing any China
man sailing on their steamers. = At the last

N.

Virginia.

.There is a dead-lock between the Republicans

and Democrats of Pennsylvania and Tennessee
in the attempt to elect Senators.
Miscellaneous.

of such

Jay Gould's income is $5,000,000 annually.
A Dante society is projected, with Mr. Long-

session of the Legislature a bill passed making
it a misdemeanor for any steamship company
to refuse passage to any persen who paid fare.
The chief of police recently issued a circular in
Chinese,notifying intending passengersto China
that they could go home by simply purchasing
their passage tickets, and that the .police
would protect them from the company.
The
Companies
published
a counter
circular
threatening arrest to any Chinaman attempting to leave before paying.bis dues.
The Chinese printer of the latter circular is mow in

custody.

The Franking Privileges
On the 11th inst. the U. S. House of Representatives appointed a special committee of
five to investigate the charges made against
members of Congress in having abused the
franking privilege by sending non-frankaple
political documents through the mails during
the late Presidential campaign.
Mr. Ainger,
Postmaster at Washington, gives the following
accountof the way the alleged fraud was detected:
=
The Democratic Campaign Committee was
sending continually through the mail large
An ex_ quantities of docunents in packages.
amination was made and it was discovered
that only the documents placed on the outside
of the bundles were‘subject to frank, and the
inside was filled up with committee publications such as: * The Great Steal,” ‘ The Little Steal,” “ The Republican Fraud,” *‘' The
Fraud of 1876,” etc. About two tons of this
matter was seized, bemg found under the
frank of twelve different Democratic Congressmen
and Sepators.— There was-found also by
the accidental breaking of a package, 80,000
empty envelopes bearing the frank of these Congressmen, being forwarded from the National
Democratic Committee, in New York, to the
‘Washington Committee, evidently for use in
sending out small documents.”
of the Utes.

Colonel Manypenny,of the Commission appointed to arrange the terms of the late treaty

with the Utes, says that the Utes, as a rule,
are not very well pleased with the plan of
holding their land in severalty, as they do not
seem to have the facility for individual management of land for agricultural nurposes.:

£17,500,000.

The originator of the Niagara Suspension
Bridge (Gengral Stewart) is dead. :
A half-breed Indian has become a member
were killed by a coast-

Two negroes were lynched in South Curolina for the murderof a young white woman.

&

Minnesota

Railroad for |

$2,000,000.
The county Clare and several baronies of
Sligo have been deelared in a state - of disturbance.
Strong pressure is beiug
Massachusetts Legislature
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pletely defeated the Peruvian

army

Among

Commander-in-chief of the

army has
fled.

The Chilians occupied Lima, the’capital, with.
out resistance on the 17th inst. General Piero1a’s brother and the Peruvian Minister of War

were taken prisorers.

The Peruvian

loss

in

the battle at Chorillos is said “to have been
7,000 killed and 2,000 prisoners.
Twenty-five
thousand Peruvians were engaged in the battle at Miraflores. The Chilian. loss in both

battles was heavy.

The

diplomatic

body

at

Lima have urged the conclusion of an armistice, and ask that the person of Senor Pierola

be respected.

|
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were driven dshore and fifty lives
including six of the life-bost men.
Shielde, a boat containing a crew

were lost,
At North
of

ten

men

was lost. Several individuals were overtaken
by the storm and frozen to death. The pas~gepger steamer which left Swanses for Bristol
Tuesday morning, is still missing,
sels are on the Barrow Sands.
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Mr. Blaine has been offered a poeition
nounced to be without foundation.

Stop

weeds.

cu'tivating in

August,

To judge of the condition

ments.

is pro-

for the

the great

fall.

teen years swallowed

ships as effectually ag was its’ purpose. The
fortheoming lund bill will seek to remedy the

defects indicated in .Mr. Gladstone’s declara“tion. Fair rents, fixed tenure, and free sales
will be facilitated by legal enactments, and the
surpius of the Irigh church funds will be used
for the reclamation of waste lunds as well us

tion Company, Philadelphia, have decided to
close the building, remove all the exhibits and

vicher districts.

crippled by the Supreme
Court. decision compelling it to return the $1,
,000 advanced by

.or the transier of

the

people

,

from

wo

poor

to

“The debate on the reply to the Queen's
was concluded in the House of Commous Thursday night, and the address adopt: ed. The government's coercion bill was ty
have been Laid hetore Parlinment Monday.

2A

suffering, and which drove him to the resiguation of his office as secretary.
- The stockhvlders of the Permanent Exhibisell the property.

The

enterprise

the National. Government,

struggle on, however, aud in 1879

‘puid running expenses,
steadily declined.
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UNDAY SCHOOL SONG £7} S. BLACKBOARD

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousand
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female. Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth W.
Fowle .& Sons, Boston.
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Perfumed,

Prasenty

Balsam is a soothing and controling influence
over any Cough or Cold, promoting rest, allaying the tickling sensation in the throat, and

Take
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Dover, N. H.

DELICHTFUL |

stimulats in ythe preparation.
It is purely
vegetable, and compounded under a- formula
that has passed severe tests and won endorsements from some of the highest medical talent

in the country.—New York
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SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

$2. Have you seen the Beautiful CALENDAR, in 10 colors, which is semt
every one ordering either of the following Magazines!

Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure .has
reached a reputaiion that is not’ limited by the
confines of section or country. - Thre is no in-
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price: Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
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“Do Summer made......
upone side of the house, will furuisu a pretty - Dairy, Vt, full made..
, made
screen, or give that finished appearance Lo a piuce
N. Y.,fall
Dairy
N. Y. and Vi. straigtt dairies.
thatjs so mugh desired. Surely, tuese ornameuJ6
to fair dairy lots.....
Common
tations are very sunple aud easily made, but tuey
Mader sss esnsencinaiioniniennnndd
WHOIEr
would change many a plain dweilug 1600. taste.
Western—
ful “home,” that lovers, and aitists, aud puets Creamery,
cholce, fresh made, ¥1b....33

was badiy

It managed

treat-

tive powers from many persons of high character, intel,
ligence
and responsibility. Our book, “How
a Life was

good.
D.R V.G. has cured me.
H. P. Smith, Editor Sunday Times, Syracuse, N. Y.
Guaranteed by all dealers in Drugs.

They way be planied

greens that grow eight or ten feet high, und in the
form of a steeple, are often very egdective in add-

definubly ill; bui he suffers from a state of
nervous excitGwens: and general uneasiness
‘which resemble id”
a striking
manner the
‘symptoms from which Cardinal Nina bas been

all other

wis sTronciy Ensorsent

bore. These niches will consist of small re-.
58 @ b
Mr. Giudstone’s first speech in the present cessesof chambers cut out of the side of the , iug to the beauiy of a place. A Weeping Moun-- No 2 Mixed,
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Wecping
Kiumaruock
Willow,
session of Parliament indicates, quite clearly sufety for themselves and their tools while
The marketsustains the advance on
wherein be thinks®tbe Irish land act of 1870 to working in the tunnel after the double track,is, growing only irom 6 10 10 feet bigh, and with fineBUTTER.
grades which we guted ust week, ba there
‘gracelully drooping branches, or an Urange
have failed. It did not reduce exorbitant laid.
wy, edsig
48
not
been
much geiivl
ind only
the
mus!
or Jupauese Porsimuvny 18 very pretty a
ut a lots so off SET
a
rt
rents,
us it ought to have done; it did not pre: “A Rome dispatchto the Lendon Standard Quince,
to have on each nide of a gate, or upun a lawn.
jum
svoeg
12
without
any
perceptible
improve.
. vent the augmentation of rents, then modersays that the bodily condition of the Pope has
ment.
:
*
The addition of a Climuing Chinese Wistana,
ate, till they became exorbitant; it did not been, and isstill, giving considerable uneasi- Honeysuckle, Climatis Jackmuuii, or Queen of
New York and Vermont—
a 30
' provide for the assignment of tenants’ interests ness to those about. him. Not that he is the Prairie Rose, running over a p.azza-trelis, or Creamery late made, ¥1b ...
to others, as it intended ; and it.did not faeili- tate the establishment ‘of peasant-proprietor-

superseded

ority, thatit is now the only recognized reliable remedy.

tree is like judging the eondition of sheep in a
pasture. Look at the sheep and not at the pasture;
if they are plump and fat the pasture is all right.

or orchurd; 80 as to break the force of the

to ts cheeful appearance in winter.
For this
purpose, spruce, pines, hemlock or arbor-vitwe aie
all suitable.
It is now considered in taste to_have an open
space of smooth lawn, either; in front of the
house ur at one side as most coh¥enient, placiug
the trees or surubs at irtervals, of in groups
around the sides, but in such a way as not to intercept any specially pretty view trom the house,
when they are tully grown. Or tall growing trees,
trimmed up high, might be planted wu such places
if their shade 18 required.
One or two Irish Juniper, pretty little ever-

has begun the work of nich-

in preparation

wherever introduced has

of

either alone or 1n groups, will heip greatly to add

to any one regarding the composition of his
cabinet. Consequently the general report that

Engineer Locke

but

wind in winter or lite

no information

laying of a doubletrack through

Coercion and Reform for Ireland.

a arden

secretary, states to friends in Washington that

ing the Hoosac tunnel

eims,

cellent for planting ai the uortn or north-west

lies at the base of a final solution of your great

the President-elect

or

desired for hedges.
One or two or more ever.
greens, planteda little to the front of a house,

A gentleman direct from Mentor, and who
has been actingas General Garfield’s private

have used it ; it has becomes favorite
with all classes,and | Advertisement.

us for one hundred bushels per acre.

cast.

_.

approval and confidenceof medieal men and thosewho | Profits. Give age, experience in life aud'save this

Norway Spruce, an evergreen growing into a
beautiful conical shape, or While Pine, is ex-

that

were blocked so as to render

impossi-

maples

in my judgment,

question, and that can not be altogetherin the
bands of the state or national government.”

travel

for

winter, with the colisequent thoughts of
ghosts” and goblins.
Trees should »elplanted thickly on the east side of a house
shade is not usually needed in the eacly

morning,

which rose to an unprecedented hight, is estimated at £2,000,000. Most, of the railway lines
ble. The loss of shipping in the storm will
prove immense.
-At Yarmouth seven vessels

desired,

would

effect much for the relief of the race,

elfie for Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder, U

Organs and Nervous System—and from the time.of its | ment wil after a short trial be paid $1000
the first
discovery
has rapidly-increased in favor, gaining the | year and $2000 the second and a share
of the

corn, good land, and a little active work in cultivation.
The cost of the land, of planting and
tending the crop,is the same for twenty bushels

thoroughly and permanently cured by DAY’S

coming

either 20 or 30 feet
#¥if i t, 50 as to grow nto large,
well formed trees, or Irom four to six feel apart if

administration

devoted years of study and experiment to find—a Spe-

becomes apparent, and it is not impossible to produce such a yield.
We want the right kind of

as their dense foliage,

time of day will generally
healthfulness.

General Garfield said recently, in his reply
to a delegation of representative colored men
from the South, who expressed to him the
hope that the incoming

a

rums for Dyspepsia

glass in
“weird
dom be
as their

United States, Great Britain and Canada.

During last week a terrible snow-storm and
hurricane prevailed throughout the greater
part of the United Kingdom. cuueing very extensive disaster and- large loss of life. The
damage by the flood in the Thames river,

WANTED, “TEN MEN, from 25 to 35 years of
and then hy hip] e olthe sale Arigin fd
kg 8 hiss
at the West and South, Men
of "good phere
and of Seat en
y Self reliance and
Judg-
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sach

local and

THREE RIVERS, Mags

13teowd

think how little
bushels of corn

the profit of growing

WANTED,

RULE
ALLIANCE; grRUSSELL,

nels to the ear. One specimen had 1,269 kernels.
The variety is yellow-dented Sh SoD) and was
planted in hills four feet apart each way, and
yielded 120 bushels to the acre.
;
=
than
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exclusive terri
and
1 pay, So start Chap
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the only
Benefit Fraternity
for
Christians. Insurance
from $500
to £3,600. Best risks and lotrdst 5
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: The average yield of corn is less
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PIANOS $125 up.
Paper
free, Address Daniel F. Beatty
N. J
:
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A$30 to $1000; 3 fo 32Stops.
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should

them, or of Silver or Scarlet Maples, is about
15 or 18 feet from the sou h-west corner of a house,
thus furnishing a cooling shude for the house
during the afternogps of summer.
More to the
wes. of the house might be planted one or two of
the more vigorous growing cherry trees, such as
the Black Eagle or Yellow Spanish or a-linden,

‘dowsto have the branches: tap on

By the recent arrest of three American forgers in Italy it has been discovered that their
‘swindling operations extended throughout the

feed

DURABILITY.

112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

ORGA

hard work

is required of the animal a part of

‘Every one that knows me, knows

ol a house,

Cal., by the capsizing of a small boat, on Wednesday.

cle-producing food, so that when very

shade,and iorming itself into a handsomely shaped

substituted, when

killed and others were wounded.”
The captain of an English ‘bark and five
others were drowned in Washington harbor,

and ‘well-kept

Guaranteed by all Druggists.

They grow very rapidiy, soon furnishing shade.
A tree or two might be planted south-west or seuth

In a fight between Americans and Mexicans
at a ball at Las Mula, N.M., three men were

1] Bn

4

den is almost sure to have a neat and well-kept
farm, a comfortable and well-appointed home,
tidy out-buildings and stock in good condition,
and the housewife who takes pride in her garden,
generally has a home to take pride in and to be
‘proud ol.
In midwinter, when the weather is cold, corn
is the best feed for promoting plumpness and
warmth in horsbs. Oats constitute thg¢/best mus-

ple, proves one of the best of trees for most purposes.<
It is a rapid grower, soon giving a good

might be desired to ward off the sun after sinking

state that Sitting Bull has

who has a’ neat

oucH,

in)
: |

204 & 206 W. BALTIMORE ST.. BALTIMORE.

DUR. V.G. has cleared my face and neck from
yellow patches of over 20 years standing.
I can
recommend D. R. V. G. to ladies whose complexfon is not clear.
g
Mrs. T. K. Fuller, Danforth,N. Y.

some

WORKMANSHIP &

WAREROOMS:

Se

1f yon have money to fool away, seed down your

tree.

made good his escape into Canada.

The farmer:

PRE-EMINENCE

Which establishes them as unequaled
TON E,
H,

cot-

young orchard to clover or timothy, or sow a crop
of wheat or oats. Butif you want your trees to
thrive, cultivate well till they are seven to ten
years old. Spread ashes, manure or salts broad-

persons.

UNPURCHASED

with

articles

rye, beef,

Sometimes

such

Washington, intd the home. of Colonel Rock.

at: Mira-

demand,

i

mar-

the planting of only one or two frees of the right
kinds,aund in the right place,will make a wonderful
change and will give that ** homelike ” 100k to the

lower in the sky.
One or two Norway Spruce, or
General Garfield’s elder sons are going to
White Pine evergreens, might be planted a little
The lands to which they have been allotted are
almost without exception not valuable for till- well, their father’s classmate, where they will to the north-of-west of the house, which would be
about in a line with where tue sun is. in midsoming unless irrigated. The main dependence of «prepare with the Colonel’s son for Williams
mer an hour or two before setting.
The everthe Indians now, as it has always been, is College, under the direction of a private tutor.
‘ greens, giving a shade close to the ground, will
hunting, but this resource is rapidly being exA civil engineer named A. Watson claims
hausted. The future of these tribes is, therehelp decidedly to keep the rooms cool on the west
fore, as much of a problem as it was half .a that he published in the Washington Sigs, in
side ofthe bouse.
Tne Sugar Maple is also ex-~
century ago. The work of allotting the lands, 1858, an article giving the details of a plan for
celient for
a lawn tree, or for the side-walk, and
according to the terms of the treaty, will be a ship railroad across the Isthmus of Panama, being rarely troubled by insects or caterpillars, is
entered upon as early next spring as the ‘similarto that projected by Captain Eads. He
sometimes preferred on this account to the elim.
weather will permit.
3
:
still asserts its superiority to a canal.
Then too, wheu tbe trees are fully grown, children
[3
E. A. Sothern, the actor, is dead.
often find amusement in gathering maple sap from
Downfall of Bims.
them in the early spring.
fs
A slight earthquake shock was experienced
A dispatch from Buenos Ayres dated JanuaCarolina Poplars also make handsome
shade
at Bath, Me., Thursday evening,
ry 20, says the Chilians have attacked and comtrees, and south of New Yurk or Chicago might be

flores. © General Pierola, President o Pety and

less than $300,000,000.

pointed out to them.
They
something wanting in the

The Sugar Maple.

One of tbe tanks at the Atlantic Oil Refinery
works, at Point Breeze, Pa., exploded Tues
day,setting fire to the other tanks and wharves,
and destroying 11,000 cases of oil. The loss
will be over $150,000; insured.

moderate

national debt. This would leave us milk, butter,
cheese and pork. of which the value would not be

costs per acre,

of the mo: t de-iravle trees or shrubs, for ornamenting grounds, might be mentioned the following i—
wr
=

An old settler in Colorado says that the climate appears to be changing for the worse
every year. ' There is sleighing on the plains,
and the flocks of sheep are suffering terribly.

in

ton, tobacco—would be sufficient to pay off the

of the possible yield. When we
the second half of one hundred

single ones expended at the start.

Another engagement
took place between
the Russians and Tekke-Turcomans
before
Geok Tepe on the 11th and 12th instant, resulting in a victory for the Russians.

alone—wheat, corn, oats, potatoes,

would gladly make some improvements in their
home surroundings, it the way to do so was.only

dwelling thal before was absent.
Nor is it often
necessary to go to much expense in making this
improvement, as there are numbers of low-priced
ornamental trees, that will mike about as fine a
dizplay as those that are ‘more expensive. A dol‘lar or two will otten go a good way, and in time
perhaps, add as-many hundreds of dollars to the
value or selling price ol a place, as there were

Mr. J. C. Flood, the California millionaire,
gave $6,000 to various charitable societies in
" San Francisco on Christmas Day—Protestants,
Catholics and Hebrews alike,

kets are held by lamplight in the streets.
The annual productions from eight

Continues

FORTES.

FIFTY YEARS BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Upon their excellence alone have attained an

sales of Western mess and extra at $9 50 @ $10 50;
aud plate and family at $11 @ $12 # bbl.
;

CAUTION. Owing to the inany worthlces Kidney Pads

was

and

prove of assistance to

Russia dissents from the dstertion of ‘France
that the powers are not bound to maintain the
decisions of the Berlin Conference on the
Greek frontier question.

the

PIANO

and Boston clear and backs at $17 5v @ $18 50

BEEF.

kernels, produced a basketlful of ears averaging a
foot in length, and none having less than 900 ker-

‘connestion

lookingin summer, or bleak in winter, and yet
they know not exactly what is lacking.
Perhaps
I can furnish a few simple suggestions, that may

Gustave Dore is now at work upon a large
picture illustrating the invitation of Christ:
‘¢ Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy
laden.”

of

30

Saved,” giving the history of this new
large record of most renarkable cures,
forit.
DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold

of the

Loss

The time to thoroughly repair all toels, plows,
reaping machines, cultivators and the like is the
Winter. Time taken for this now is not lost to
more important business, as is the case in the
press of Spring and Summer work.
In English cattle markets live stock is not sold
by weight as in this country. In che former country more or less haggling occurs over the value of
Many

Venison, sad-

PORK. There has been a firmer tone, with a
moderate trade. Sales of prime at $1250 @ $13;
old Mess at $13 @ $13 50; new Mess at $15 @ $15

they can supply the lfmbs with plenty of milk. -

each animal offered for sale.

$175 @ 200;

. Ten millions of cattle are annuglly slaughtered
in this country to supply the home demand for
meat, which is valued at $400,000,000.
~The home
market it seems is of far more importance than
the foreign demand, although the latter is not
without great value afid extent, as it takes that
which the home trade does not require.
A. S. Gardener, of Ypsilanti, Mich., in response
to a challenge to produce an ear of corn with 900

in

resolution

yards or lawns—a certain stiffness of arrangement

morocco factory in
fire Thursday, and

were

in

@l1s; Q uail,¥ dozen,
dles, ¥ ib, 8 @ 10c.

be oats. °

used

- A

“much more cheerful and attractive at
expense.
There are many persons

The acreage devoted to cotton-growingin the
South is estimated to have increased 10 per
cent. last year, and to be, now, 16,500,000 acres.

about $125,000.

decided,

SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING HOMES ATTRACTIVE,
' There are many homes scattered here and there
throughout the country, that might be rendered

“The census of the States shows a population
of 49,369,695, and of the Territories, 793,271;
making a grand total of 50,152,866."

many

Speaker

Geese, 8 @ 10; Ducks, 10@ 12; Grouse # pair, $1 00

as it would had it
the ewes so that

committee to investigate the alleged iraudulent

BY

exercised upon the
to secure a tighten-

A. B. Martin & Co.'s
Lynn was destroyed by

mate

gro Turkeys choice 14 @ 15¢; Common to fair 10 @
2¢; Chickens, choice 12. @ /'15¢c; Fowl 8 @10 c;

make

award.

| ural

John.8. Blair;of New Jersey, has purchased

Bay

The

contested seat in the second
Mr. Bisbee, Repu blican.

ing accident in Schuylkill county, Pa.

the ‘Green

vote.”

statistics

of the San Francisco board of trade.
women

second-class

stance, that neither he nor the House could “ deprive-a member of his right to represént his constituents,” and stated that he was not aware of
any case where a Representative had been deprivedof that right.
~The Senate has passed among others, the Ben
Halliday relief bill, with an amendment fixing the
amount at $100,000. In the House a resolution
was introduced and referred to the foreign committee, providing for the appointment of a special

The Afghan war cost the British government

Two young

3

a telegraphic postal sysfem under direction of the
government. Speaker Randallmade an interesting
decision upon a rule of the House which is of long
standing but has never been anything more than
a dead letter, A Democratic member challenged
Mr. Newberry ’s 1igbt to vote on the funding bill,
on the ground of his connection with a National
bank, evidently referring to Rule VIII., which
provides that every member shall vote on each
question unless excused “or unless he has a direct personal or pecuniary interest in the event

fellow as president.

For yearsit has been the custom of the Chinese
Six Companies in San Francisco to allow no Chinaman to leave for China without a paper from

Congressional.

ter to two cents per pound, and also, in favor of

Dawes’ from

of West

y.

a bill reducing ' the postage'on

Massachusetts, Gen. Charles Van Wyck from
Nebraska.
Gen. Sewall was nominated by the
New Jersey Republicans, Philetas Sawyer by

..

Condition

.

The post-office committee has agreed to report

Bayard from Delaware, Hon. S. J. R. McMillan from Minnesota, Hon. Francis M. Cockrill

trol the consolidation.
General Thomas 'T.
Eckert will be first vice-president and general
manager of the combined companies.
The
amount of stock has been fixed at $30,000,000.

Chinese Strategy.

“-

to

agase, 23 & 8 175;

Fhclos, coarde 428

Ed

82300;

0 divary,
$'0@ 8:1; Five $18 g 206; Swale Huy
sz “157 Rye Btraw 28 00 @ 24 003 Odt Strww Py

s

and that of his friends.
The American Union
and Atlantic & Pacitic Telegraph compagies
will by the present arrangement disappear entirely as controlling agents, although
the
stockholders may maintain a separate orgamnization,=s is done by the united roads and coal
companies of New Jersey since the lease to the

following U. S:- Senators have been elected :—
Hon. Eugene Hale from Maine, Gen. Joseph
R. Hawley from Connecticut, Hon. Thomas
C. Platt from New York, Hon. John Sherman
from Ohio, Hon. O. D Conger from Michigan,

as

rece

trol the majority of the joint stock. Any new
board of directors chosen will be in his interest

snow.—The

as good and as large a sheep
bad proper care early. Feed

so

be

(of the present Western Union, and by the consolidation of the several companies will con-

streets are badly. blocked with

A neglected,poorly-fed,stinted lamb neverrecovers, however well fed afterwards,

It will

Mr Gould now owns a majority of the stock

for an experimental tea farm, and an expert
will at once’ begin to ‘prepuge the soil. An invoice of tea seed is expected very soon from
India and 8 portion will be planted immediately. Congress appropriated $5,000 last winter
for the e@iablishment of an experimental tea
farm. Ifthe means are furnished to carry on
the work for a few years the Commissioner
believes tea culture will become a profitable
American indystry.

Westérn Turkeys, choice

13 @ 4c; Common to fair 11 @ 13c; Chickens,
choice 10@12¢ ; Fowls aud Chickens 8 @10¢ ; North-

tle, poor manure and inferior crops.

C ut this Advertisement out.
ent on our Stamdard Singer
.00 Cash.

&

POULTRY AND GAME.

Sehile on the other hand poor feed means poor eat-

~

tender,
a postal ‘car and two ‘baggage cars,
with their‘contents, were burned.
Four postal clerks and an express messenger perished
| in the flames. - None of the passengers were
injured.——The arguments in the, Irish trials
/
The Telegraph Companies.
were concluded on Saturday, and the charge to
the
jury was to be made Monday.-—Callao
Referring to the recent amalgamation of the |
has surrendered to the Chilians as well as
American Union and Atlantic & Pucific TeleLima.—Much suffering is reported in Enggraph companies with the Western Union, land from the effects of the lute storm. Trade
is entirely suspended in London, and the
the New York Graphic says:

OOD WAIIO

© Bietos Summary.

“97 JTUAV TIENT ZING

THE

32

S. Manufacturing Co,

| NO. 638 SMITHFIELD ST. PITTSBURG,
‘

f

PA...

‘
.

-

